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Another bus
bites the ·dust.
·

by Doug Marks
AHoclate editor

A plan to start a UCF bus.service has been delayed for two to six months because
funds for bus drivers are no longer available. · .
The bus proposal was sent to Student _B ody President James Blount on Sept. 19
but administration officials did not learn of.it until Oct. 14.
The project, co-sponsored by the ~niversity and the Orange County Community
Affairs Department, could have had drivers paid by the county under the Comprehensive Employment Training .l\.ct. Also, as a county-run project, the program
would have been insured by the county.
·
However, since at ·least Nov. 10 there has been a "freeze" on CETA jobs '
because of program cutbacks. No employees will be fired, but none_~ill be hired .

.Committee·
to watch
Over policies
by Mike Griffin
. Future staff

A student advisory committee has
been formed to improve communication between students and administration.
Vice president of student affairs,
LeVester Tubbs said the committee
will advise the office of ·student affairs
in areas that affect most students.
"We_ want free, open debate and
.UCF's last game brought out a lot of emotions in different
criticism of administrative policies
from an accurate cross-section of UCF
people but this child portrayed one emotion best. Praying for
students," Tubbs said.
next.season? (Future photo by Chip Rodis.)
The thirteen member . committee
consists of students representative of
various organizations.
. ·The committee had its first meeting
on Nov. 13. Tubbs o.utlined the purpose and goals of the com.mittee.
"I think the first meeting was very
As required by law, all Florida post- Board of Regents, State Legislature successful," Tubbs said. "We are all
secondary schools will be on the and Governor Bob Graham before the getting to know each other and I am
semester system starting Fall 1981 and new calender is finished.
sure that once we have established an
Ellis said he is reviewing UCF's En- official ag~nda we will - reall y get
deadlines are fast-coming.
The semester catalog and course virornental Studies P1:ogram for l 98 l, rolling. "
change~ for UCF must be ready by
whlle the academic departments are
Although the committee is scheduled
Dec. l and be in print by May l 1981, still modifying ?ther courses to comply
to
meet mo'nthly, Tubbs said a meeting
saic;I Dr. Leslie Ellis, vice president for with the semester system. This meaps
could
be called anytime the need
academic affairs. A common calender possibly combining two-quarter courarises.
"We want this panel to have
for all state institutions is due A~gust ses or making one quarter courses 'into
complete
access to student affairs.
1981,Ellissaid.
' semester courses, according to. El lis.
He said a new course-numbering
Semester, p. 11
system has to be approved by the
Committee~ p. 11 ,

Semester system gearing
up for Florida schools ·

In the Future
The Cars
The Future's annua{ car shou i · being presented to UCF
on Monday. Cars from area dealers will be available for
your iewing pleasure. Come on out to ieu' the 8.1 fJ. U~til
then, turn to paw' 7 to ee some di.ffernit car here on campu . (Future photo by Ket'in Ma on.)

Blount said he presented the
proposal at an Oct. 14 meeting with
LeVester Tubbs,' vice president for
Student Affairs, and Bill Morris, UCF's
director of Operations Analysis.
Morris said he found out about the
proposal Oct. 14, but not from Blour:it.
He said Tubbs asked him to find out
about area bus services. He called the
Community Affairs.department.
Barbara Davidson, OCCDA center
manager, said she referred Morris to
the proposal's author, Dan -Friend.
Friend is the executive director of Easti
Orange Community Action, Inc.
"Moi;-ris and Tubbs had never heard
of me, " said Friend. "They didn't
know anything about the plan." He
mailed copies to both men . .About two
weeks- later , on Nov. 2, he received a
counter proposal.
The university would provide a bus
to Link with the department's East
Orange Express bus program. Campus
arrival time~· ~ould have to be set
back. The bus would ha"'.e to legally
belong to the county to get county insurance. Friend said~ Tubbs was
amenable to the d€'.al.
Friend accepted the counteroffer
and mailed a copy to Community Affairs. On Nov. 13 he received a reply
from Department Manager Ella J.
Gilmore, informing him of the freeze.
Gilmore said she will "be happy to
conti'lct you shc:rnld the situation
change."
·
Friend sent a letter Nov . 17 to Morris
_.about the freeze. and Blount's failure to
forward the pro.p osal.

.. Bus, p. 11
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Block fees may raise tuition
Block tui~ion fees could increase the most .affected by an increase in fees
fees some students pay for classes and would be those who were economically
eliminate the chance for others to get a· disadvantaged.
· Sanchez, the only student member of
higher education.
Board of R~gents plember Gerald the Board of Regents, visited UCF last
Sanchez, who opposes the plan, said week to discuss ·a variety of issues with
that block tuition fees would probably students and administrators.
cost the average student more. For , . Sanchez said he opposed the bl<frk
every increase of $100 in fees, access to tuition fees bec~rnse the .average munhigher education would decrease by ber of hours taken by students in ~he
2.5 percent, he said.
state university system is. 12 and a
Sanchez indicated that the students block fee set at about the i 5 hour rate

would result in high~r tuition cc)sts
Block tuition would have students
pay :the same fees jf they enroll for
between 12 and 18 hours.
Commenting · on the propos~l to
allow each administration ' to set the
Activities and Service Fees for their
school, Sanchez said, "Activities and
Service Fees ~re the only area students
have control over and also the only
area in the budget where no increase
was asked for."

.Oissolution: the termination of a marriage
passage of acts dissolving marriag~
con~rads . Thus, the power to' grant
divorce is judicial, not legislative;
statutory, and not made by common
law.
Dissolution is simply the act of terminating a marriage. Dissolution of
marriage is said to be in "vinculo";
that is, "no dissolution of marriage 'is
·'1y Samuel Falzone
from bed and board, but from the bon.ds of matrimony."
.tudent Intent '
Before any di~solution of marriage
can be granted, "the· party filing the
) econd in a series
proceeding must reside six months in
the state before filing a petition, bur
1=.-ast week's article expl·ained the dif- this does· not affect any suit filed before
feren·ce between legal separation, October 1, 195 7."
divorce and annulment. This week's
explain·s how the courts gained
Commenceme~t of a proceeding for
_jurisdiction to . decide questions of .dissolution of marriage shall begin by
divorce, and the procedures fof divor- filing a petition with the Circuit Court
to read "In re of marriage of (.. ...)
ce.
In 1828, the legislative council of husband, and (.. ... ) wife." A copy of
Flor.ida ·gave the courts jurisdiction the petition and a copy of the summons
over 'tlivorce cases. In doing so, the are then served upon the other party th
. c'huncil relinquished all jurisdiction to the marriage .
Civil actions are
decide questions to divorce and generally served in the same manner.

LEGAL
LINES

I

KNIGHTS ... ~
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New society to help businesswomen
An old, yet new UCF greek group
The contacts will be made with guest
wants to help · women graduates sue- speakers from local businesses. Also,
reed in business.
said Lefforge, "Since the organization
Phi Chi Theta, a national business is open to graduates, alumni will go insociety, is being reactivated ,b y Dr. to :the business world soon and that
Yasser A. Hosni, assistant professor of will help provide more business coneconomics.
.tacts."
Andrea Lefforge, a graduate student
Men often have the advantage of
helping start the society: said Phi Chi being a member of -the same fraternity,
Thet" "will help members· develop a - as a prospective employer. _Phi Chi
networ:k of contacts in business that .· Theta, open to men and women, will
will help them · get jobs and help women in the same way, Lefforge
promotions."
said.

SERVICE IS

;

I CH,VR+ET I TRA~~MARK
OUR

$$$SAVE DO~LARS AT HOLLERS$$$

i ,.
..;.·

In Stud.e nt Government action,
the senators:
--Passed Bill 13-1, allocating
$365 to the engineNing departinent for the .design, parts and
C()nstruction. of a mini-baja
buggy . The buggy will compete
against buggies from 50 colleges
Ma)> l 4 and 15 in Tennessee.
--Passed Bill 13-2, allocating
th<' $125 entry fee for the Baja·
Buggy.
--Bill 13-3 allocating $2,250 tn
Laura Cale to compete in six arch<'Ty tournaments was sent back
to committee.
--.Passed Bill 13-4, allocating
$8,000 to the crew team.
·upcoming bills {nc:l°ude:
Bill 13-5, providing $672.50 to
construct a slab and steel bike rack.
Bill 13-o, providing $579.80 to
the' UCF Karate Club

FIGHTING

...

..

Accordingly, "no judgment of
marriage shall be granted unless one of the following facts ·
appear, which shall- be pleaded
generally:
a) the marriage is
irretrievably broken, or b) incompetence of one of the parties is claimed
for at least three years.
dissolu~ion ~f

Senate
Action

~

Tharik you for an
exciting football season.

1981 MONTE CARLO

i

1981 CORVETTE

All are welcollle to attend·

GMAC
&

BANK
FINANCING

SENATE
MEETINGS·
.

.'

$1 ~00 DISCOUNT ON ALL IN STOCK

~
1980 LUY TRUCK

'I

Tuesdays from 4-6p.m:.
Studei;it Center Auditorium

Now is your chance to
~ your opinion!
A

•

voice

MANY TO CHOOSE FROM

- FROM $5, 788

860 FAIRBANKS AVE .. Will~~ ~~0~'-

I
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Editor of Future sees no need for Escape
by Alvin Palmer
Future staff

The Student Center's newsletter
Es9ape is needed to publ(cize campus
events, according to SC program director Paul Franzese, . but the Future's
editor in 'chief Frank Forester said it is
a waste of tirtte1and money.
"The Futiu:re has '·not liyed up to its
obi igation t~ pr6vide information on
campus wide events," Franzese said.
Franzese said students . complained
to SC about not heing able to get inform?tion· about ~ampus events until
after the events. are over.. "More was
needed to be done . than what the
Future· was doing," Franzese said.
"SC ·decided to publish the Escape
because the Future does not have the
space or the indination to make space
for this kind of informatior:i," Franzese
said.
Franzese said . he . discussed the

Advisers
field
complaints·

problem with Forester, but, according . signed campus bulletin board section
to Franzese, Forester was closed- of the Future.
minded about the problem. "He said
Franzese said the Escape will be
he felt he was putting together a paper coming out every Thursday.
The
that students approved of, Franzese newsletter will get more information
said.
on clubs and o~ganizations, Franzese
Franzese said even if Forester had said. .
done·alrhe had asl<ed , there would stil1
"We have more space to designate to
be problems: "We can' t teli the Future the various cl1:-1b'S and organizations.
what to d'o 1 or when' to.do it, but tliere We will spotlight a different 'club -or
are problems with their format ,'' organization each week, givirig ' aders
Franzese said.
Franzese . said the a close look at the clubs and·
Future should place information in organizations," Franzese said.
thei~ paper where it will be noticed. ·
Franzese said SC distributed 5,000
"The Future has not bee~ responsive copies of the first issue of Escape for
to our expressed concern," Franzese $128.
sai·d.
"The Future comes out on
In the p~st, SC spent $128 per week
Friday, and this does not give students for a ·full page in the Futur~, Forester
enough· time to plan for upcoming · said.
events."
Forester said, "I think the Escape is
Forester said he told Franzese· in a · a· waste of money. · In fact, the money
recent conv~rsation that there were would be better spent advertising in
plans to include more · advance the .Future. They would save time and
notification of SC activities in a rede-· money."
A weekend in_the life of a UCF resident advisor begins
at 7 p.m. Friday and ends at 8 a.m. Mqnday.
The four resident advisors, Kay Pickering, Sonja
How·a rd, Karl Hodges, and Joe Ludovici, are on call tme
weekend a month and one night a week.
r_hey handle residents' complaints, which include
things such as music, tombone playing, firecrackers,
and smoke bombs. One resident complained that ice
balls were being flung at him from a window. Another
said a bouncing basketball disturbed him.
In addition, the RA unlocks doors for students who
forget their keys, issue warnings to students who have
bicycles in their rooms or hallways, and fill out maintenance requests.
One RA had to tell a resid~nt to get his parrot out of
his room .. Gol'dfish are the only pets allowed in the
dorr.ns.

Forester said, "The SC is not serving
the needs of the students by not advertising in the ~uture. "We distributge
l I ,qoo copies each week. Our readership. is very large . . We reach more
students than they- cduld possibly hope
to reach.
"We have the capaci_ty to p:r~d~ce a
professional newspaper," · 1 Fo ester
' s_aid.
"They do not have that
capacity.·,,
Forester said Franzese is "absolutely
wrong" about the Future not advertising campus events. "The Future has
. always publicized campus events, but
the SC was running a full page of ads
almost every w~ek and we chose not to
duplicate the service."
Forester said the Future carries off
campus ads · because the Future makes
most of its money from off campus ads.
The campus ads cost 'less than one half
of the off campus price Forester said.

The RA also collects the $1 fee for unlocking a door, .
the $5 fee for refrigerators and the $5_.50 fee for
registered guests. The money is used for residents'
program activities.
Other duties of the RA include making rounds of the
dorms at 12 p.m. on.weekdays and 2 p.m. on weekends,
keeping a daily log, distributing the mail on Saturday
mornings, and making sure the resident~ do not violate
the visitation policy.
..
The RA's 'are also counselors. If a student has a personal problem the RA is there to help.
Although the RA has many· duties and responsibilities.
th~ job also has its benefits. The RA's live in a single
room efficiency with kitchen faciliti~s. They are paid
$ 700 per quarter and the Head RA is paid $1500 per
quarter.

it
~

Escort service provides dual protection plan

~
.,
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by Mike Griffin
Future staff

campus. " For example," Russell explained, " when the bookstore needs to
ma ke a la rge deposit we will escort t_he
employee to the cashi er and ba ck.: ·

UCF's severe parking probl e:r:n ma y
add new importa:pce to an almost
According to information released
forgotten service-the Campus Pol.i,ce
by th e department, the need for the
escort service.
service has not increased substantially
According to Lt. Charles Russell of
over the years. "This campus is very
the UCF police force, this is the tenth
safe. There has never bee[! a serious
year the servic;e has been offered by the
case of violent crim~ here and this is
· department. _ ''The service has never
why there hasn't been a serious need
had a large influx of participants,"
Russell said, "but we're here if
for the service," Russell said.
we are needed."
However, there is a definite need for
Russell explained the ·service is
both
·services, simply to provide peace
divided into two categories. First
of
mind
to the female student and to
the ·escorting of persons to their
cars, and second, the transportation of ensure that everyone is safe at UCF."
money frol!l various campus centers to
the cashier.
Russell explained how the escort of a
student or staff member would be handled. "Most of the requests occur at ·
night. A student, usually a woman, by Helen Muench
has a night class. Due to the shor! Contributing writer
tag~s of spaces, she is forced to park on
the outer fringes of campus ..,
Sixteen positions For the Inter-Dorm Council were filled bv
"After we receive the request,"
dormitory students who will serve a one year term.
.
Russell stated, "w,e will dispatch an ofThe Council, also kno~n as dorm government, was started
ficer to the student's building. The ofthis past September to give students a chance to be in full.
ficer willthen escort the st~dent. to her
control of establishing rules and making penalties for those>
car and check out the area to be sure .. brealing dormitory laws.
that no one is hiding in her backseat."
Four students are elected, by their fellow students, from
The officer then waits until tht'
each of the fo1:1r dormitories~ Each dorm has a president, ·a
studc>nt is safely on her way. "Once
vice president, a secretary and a treasurer.
the persc)n has safely started her car
The d<mn government not onlv makes · the ruk~ and
and has proceeded off campus, the
pmaltit•s for the> students but they also ha:~e rc>gular
officrr will inform the> dispatcher that
meetings to discuss things that will he done in th<' school -year
th<' c>scort had bec·n. completed," within rach of the> dorms.
RussC'll said.
Th<' campus police are also respon-

Dorm students govern own behavior
for certain dorm policy ~iolations; . planning programs for
resident students; and looking at items the funiture show
.
will bring Dec . 1 and 2.
Christopher McCay, ho~sing director, said he wants the
students · to have full control of the meetings and the
organization. Presently, the head resident advisor is .in
charge of the council meetings. However, McCray said,
"Eventually the stu.dents will run _their own meetings
without anyone on the housing staff acting as a facilitator." Presidents on the council are: Susan Shoemaker, Sandy
Lee, Timothy Raney and Tom Dumont. .
. Vice presidei:its are: Venessa Godfrey, Anita Blackwelder,
Clevf' Acree and Mark Geary.
· Secretaries are: Vicki Rogers, Kim Veroski, Dave Martin
and Patrick Toft.
-Trrasurers are: Mi.chelle LaTour; Betsy Mathena, Dana
Duran and Patrick Toft (offices combined).
Head Resident Advisor is: Kay Pickering.
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Nov. 21-23: "The Country Wife,"
Valencia Character Co. ' presents at
Performing Arts Center, · VCC East
Campus, 8 p.m., 2 p.rn .
. Nov: 21-Dec. 14: Rochelle Toner,
associate professor of art at
Philadelphia's Tyler School, exhibit of
prints and drawings, UCF Art DeparDr. Gordon McAleer, ·who will be
tment Gallery, third floor HFA. 8:30
'honorea at a regular club meeting.
a.m. - 4 p.m.
Meetings are at noon on Wednesdays
The meeting place for the Karate
Nov. 21, 23: SC Movie .. An Un:
in Ed.123 :
married Woman," ENAUD, 8:30 p.m. Club was incorrect in last week's
Future.
The · club meets in the
Education Building's multipurpose
Nov. 22-23: "The Cherry Orchard," room from 7:30 ·to 9:30 p.m. on MonAnnie Russell Theatre, Nov. 22 at 2 days and Thursdays.
Nov. 26 is the application deadl,ine
p.m., Nov. 23 at 8 p.m., 616-2145.
for prospective UCF students wanting
Nov. 23: UCF Chorus and Wind,
to· register for winter quarter, which
Brass ·and Percussion Ensemble choral
begins Jan. 7. For more information
concert, at St. John's Lutheran Church,
call the Admissions Offi(.;e at 275The UCF Marketing and Finance .251 l.
Winter Park, 8 p.m., free.
Clubs are sponsoring a party,at 8 p.m.
Nov. 21 in the Century 21 Apartment
Nov. 24: Karate Club meets at 7:30 clubhouse. Maps are available in the
p.m. in EDMPR.
Marketing Department. All students
and instructors are invited. For more
Nov. 26: Market ing Club meets at information call Debbie at 898-3032.
The Campus Ministry will hoLd a
noon in ED 123.
The UCF Marketing Club will Thanksgiving service at noon Nov. 25
Nov. 26: "Thr Birds," UCF Cinema spotlight a marketing professor each in th e SC auditorium. Everyone is
Classique series, SCA, 8:30 p.m.
mo~th. The professor for November is welcome to attend.

Correctio·n

Entry deadline

Market party

Holiday service

Nov. · 28: Black Stuclc'nt Union
Carcc'r Dav
Nov. 28-30, Dec. 5- 7: .. Phrn' nHri1."
musical at Edvth Bush thl'atre. 8967365.

Trial schedules .

Madrigal Dinners
Tickets are on sale now for the Music
Department's annual · Madrigal Dinners, which will be held Dec. 11, 12,
and 13.
The tickets are $12 each.
The
deadline for reservations and paymen- ·
ts is noon Dec. 2. For information and
r~servations cail the Music Office at
Ext.28~7.

Accounting .soci~ty
Ron Inge of the National Accounting
Association and certified public accountant with Coopers and Lybrand,
will speak at the noon, Nov. _21
meeting of the Student Accounting
Society, in FA 215. The public is invited to hear him discuss the CMA
exam.-

Norman the armadillo
11 - '). /

by Dave Mitchell
I ~Ol'l''T \<NOW
QUEA~IE:tl. -

W'°'AT

Me..~ES ~E.

,-"-1.E ~ENSE OF CE~A '1ll

o~ _T~E

SAn

PoN ~

Dec. 2-4: auditions for Sl~ musical
conwdy, "Prom isC's.' Pro1i1 isc•s," 7-~)
p.m. on Dee. 2, 3-4 and 5-7 p.m. c;n
Dr('. 3-4.

/

~

help wanted
Want part-time work? Grocery shopping, odd jobs,
running errands. Must hive car, hours & days
negotiable. $3.50 • $4/hr. 671-5799.
Want to 111ake $1000 to $1500 while attending
school? A!'f'lbitious only, call M.E.M. Enterprises
-·- - .
857-1375.
STUDENTS FIGHT BACK! You can earn $25$30/hr. full or pt. time. No experience necessary.
Car needed. Call Mr. Johnson 644-4121.
AIRLINE JOBS - FREE INFO
Nationwide - write Airline Placement Bureau
420s l98thSW #101, Lynnwood, WA 98036
Enclose self-addressed stamped large envelope.
Experiinentai subjects "'9ded for Human F~ctors
Graduate Research, S31flr. ~lus reimbursement for
1 hour's travel. Testfll is to determin' effectiveness of new Naval ~ning Program. Contact
Bruce·Boldon at 646-51ld'from 8 • 12 AM on M, T,
W, F, or 9 AM to 5 PM Thursday.
If-

...

...

•

••

. ..
NOWHIRIMG
If you are enthusiastic, dependable, & present a
neat appearance, our young aggressive team offers you an opportunity to earn some good money
with openings in the following positions:
HOSTESSES
WAITRESSES
BARMAIDS
Both full & part time hours are available, & we will
make every attempt to work with •ur class
schedule, we will train the right applicdts for all
positions. If this sounds like the job opportunity
for you, stop in & see Mr. Niven at Shipwreck
Kelly's located in the Quality Inn Univ. I corner of
SR 50 & Alafaya) between 2 & 5 P.M daily. No
phone calls please.

MARKETPLACE
typists
for sale
ex_p.
,,._...

.

~e,.vices

EXPERT nPINGi 22 jr5.
Full time. Term TUNES IN TRANSIT is . a mobile stereo am·
paiJfrs, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correctitn plification system that will put out loud, clean
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. music.
·
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
_.
·,
TUNES
IN
TRANSIT
works great for parties,
TYPING! Quaifty thesis, term papers, reslimes &
·
.fetters. Paper supplied; editing if needed. IBM socials, & Greek gatherings.t
Complete darkroom equipment. Omega 8-22 Selectric II. 1 mile from campus. Marti, 365-6874, TUNES IN TRANSIT is operated by a UCF student.
enlarger w/ rodenstock, Omega 50 m. lens , UCF2811.
· Call.Jim Brooke. 275-4493 & let the good times
(equivalent to B-66), easel, ~nk, trays, etc. $130. Accurate typing • lst class work. Thes.is, reports,
roll!
647-0823 days.
resumes, etc. Paper provided. Reasonable rates.
Need your house cleaned? Call Gretchen after 6
.
PM 323-6137.
Moped for sale. '76 Batavas. Runs great! Cheap & Call Tracey. 645-1658 aft~r 6.
fun to putt around on. Asking $300. Call Gina 671- Typing specialist for students & professors. lBM DRAfTING • graphs, charts, schematics, etc. for
theses, reports, & projects. Call 899-0919 after
& Turabian style. Nancy • 851-4489.
6185.
.
5:30PM.
UCF area, lakefront, 4 bdrm, 3 tiath home, excell.
Need typing done? TheSis, r.eports, resume, ~tc.
Gay
Social Services of Central Florida offering
cond., panelled family room with fireplace, good Call 677-1474.
!'
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
fishing, swimming, sandy beach, secluded 150 x
180 lot with trees, adjoining woods. $149,000. A fyped paper is not the same thing as a PA"' with trained members & special activities. For inTYPED WELL. Get the benefit of 15 years ex- formation call 843-2750 . . _ _ ·- _ _
Terms available. 273-0173.
perience including knowledge of formats of most
1975 Fiat 128 Sport · $1500 clean. Call 277- state uni¥ersities and assurance of accuracy"With ,'ABOTTION SERViCES,. Free pregna~cy test, low
•aWJirth controt. Priva~ confidentiality guaran5419.
an llM Correcting Selectric. Please ·can Susie teed. Birth Control Center, ·inc., 7~ N. Magnolia
1--------__.;.,_.....___.;_ _ _ _--:~"T 647-4451after2.
·
Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4270608; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.
'
Fci"r tftalng- IBM Selectric, ail Jeffri 898-6S9S.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
.~ · available
·
2 rooms
in 3 bdrm._,, home t o s hare w1"th · Professional typing. 1S yrs. exp. IBM dElectric.
p
prepancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
student off Dean Rd., Arbor Ridge. Washer, dryer.
Spelling, punc. & grammar correcte • aper
.cost, confidential services.
$150/mo., includes util. 862-5609 or answer ser.
provided. Call Ginney 273-8407.
:
Central Florida Women's
869-0822.
Professional .typing. 10'. yrs. exp. Term paper5,.
Health Organization
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Roommate wanted to fill 3rd bdrm. at apt. across
609~
_
898-0921 - ·~
from UCF. $75/mo., % utilities • save money, walk Accurate Typing Service . reasonable rates, exto school. C~ll 273-3167 anytime, prefer perienced, fast, dependable service. Call 671evenings.
1479.
TYPING . Theses, reports, term papers, etc. iBM
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Roommate wanted to share house near UCF.
correcting selectric. Call Anita 365-6538 after 5
Pregnant?Need help? 841-2223
$165/mo. coves all. Own· bdrm. with desk, all
Free Pap smear and breast exam
modern facilities. Prefer quiet, clean, non-smoker.
PM.
Call for appointme11t-Counseling for men
Call Ron 273-0527 between 11 AM &9 PM.
Typing woes? For fast relief,. contact Judy at2751980 Honda Cm 400. Fully equipped. Includes 2
helmets, rainsuit. $1900 or best offer. 8962274.
Cockatiels, albino breeders, mated pair, $135.
Mark X2741or277-1330 eves.

·roomma teS

2351 or677-1902.
.
BETA Center, 419 ·N. Magnolia, Ori.
NEED TYPING DONE? I have very rttast»nable rates,
~xperi~nced, live close to UCF Ca. 671-9680.
OS
0
Going north for Christmas? I need a ride to
I can't write it for you, but I sure can type it. Leigh
Lexington, KY. I will share gas expense & I ~ma
Taylor-Adams Scretarial 19041788-4708. Student Reward • $25 for return ·of Sigma zoom 70:iso
good driver! Please call! (305) 668-5080 nights
rates. Pick-u & delivery.
·
mm. lens. Lost at Education Bldg. Call Harley at
only.
~--=-------------_..
--:----1 282-3570.

personal

·
Wanted: typewriter,. electric or manual, must be tn
good condition; also weight set with 110 lbs. &
bench ~ricluding attachments. Call 862-829~.
Will trade guitar lessons for French lessons. Martin 351-2944.
Behold, I am the Lord, the God of all flesh; is
anything too difficult for me? Jeremiah 3~:17

Roommate wanted, 2 bdrm. townhouse in Century
21. No cigarettes please. Call Steve days 6718831 or evening 898-0316.
Roommate needed for 3 bdrm. 2 bath house 2
minutes from UCF. Rent & utjl. split between 3
people. 282-5208. Male or female.

. . . . . . . ._ __,_______. _______
deadlines

Ad deadlines are Friday at 5 p.m: for display and Monday at noon for
classified ads. Ads must be submitted in person and paid for at the time of
placement, unless arrangements are made otherwise. Call 275-2865 or
stop by the business office located just south of the new Health Center.
Classified on-campus rates are 50¢ per line f~r one is~sue; 45¢ for two
issues; 40¢ for three issues; and 3_5¢ for four or more issues. On campus
display cost is $2.00 per column inch.

t-----------:-------1

I

t and f tin d '

Ring found
room
of C(assroom Bldg. Call
after
PM ,in ladies
•
.
2
282 5334

textbooks
BEAT THE BOOKSTORE PRICt:S!
FOR 50¢ ALINE STUDENTS CAN ADVERTISE
' TO BUY OR SELL TEXTBOOKS. TO PLACE AN
AO, STOP BY THE BUSINESS OFFICE LOCATED
NEXT TO THE NEW HEALTH CENTER.
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Withdr~wals drop over 1200 to
by Jim Burgess
contributing writer

Approximately 1,500 UCF students
withdrew 'from one or more courses
this fall quarter, causing 85 percent of
them: to go below-the 12 credits needed
to be full time student's
Friday, Oct'24, 'wa · the last day t-o
withdraw from a class and receive a
"W" as a grad~. A student who withdraws after this date will receive an
"F", a grade penalty which may affect
the student's total GPA.
According to . :i3ill Hostetler, supervisor of records and registration, more
students worry about their grades than
the loss of money after they withdraw.
Bernard Slessinger, systems analysis
supervisor, agreed with Hostetler.
"Either mommy or daddy are paying
for the tuition, or the government is, so

part-time

you."
viromental studies courses.
It's a
why should theyworry,'' he said:
"V.A, studei:tts '(veterans) have the
"Now we r.un ' it into the fifth week, shame that you can ruin your average
real problems," Hostetler said, half of the quarter, to give students with something that doesn't have to do
"because they can lose th tr benefits if plenty of time," he said.
"If the with your major," he added.
they go below fu.11 time."
student doesn't know what he's going
Hostetler said one student withdrew
After a student withdraws, ref.unds to do by the middle of the quarter, he's from courses, then took them the
are only gjven to those with spe~ial ex- got a problem," he added.
·
following quarter. She graduated wit~
cuses. "There are medical reasons,"
Some students may wonder why .a honors; all A's, he said.
1
Hostetler sa'1k "or sh for example the withdrawal policy i~ needed, "What
Instead of studying harder when a
1
company yo lf work for moves and you do you do with the student who goes student receives a poor grade, he
have to move with it. For these reasons into a 3000 level class after attending a would rather withdraw from the cour~e.
you would get a full refund, less$2.50 junior -college, only to find out that he According to Slessinger, in high
pN credit hour. If it .is a four · hour hasn't taken the prerequisite for that school and in many junior colleges,
course, you lose $10."
class yet?" Slessinger asked. "Would students are "spoon fed," so they don't
The university's withdrawal policy you want to have to sit through it and have to work and study harder and
is a fair. one, .Hostetler said. · "The take an "F" or withdraw?"
'
· many students don't want to, he said.
system is better then it used to be," he
Mark Schledorn, a senior at UCF,
"Many students just don't' want to
said. "It used to be that at the end of also believes in a need for the policy.
give up their night life," Hostetler said.
four weeks, you · could withdraw "There should be a bail out point," he
The most common courses students
without penalty.
From the fourth said. "A lot of times you get into a withdraw from are College Algebra (a
week to the eighth, you coulq with- .course but you really don't know what big one according to Hostetler }, and
draw with the grad the professor gave you're getting into. Like the upper en- science and accounting courses.

..

DELI-STYLE SANDWICHES · FROM $2.iO
FREE DRAFT · W/ SANDWICH

~~-~

~tlcO
0

-

MONDAY NOV. 24
1~c,
PITCHERS $2.25
' -....... ~~ f.~
ll:>c~~ N.F.L. FOOTBALL

ll-3p.m.

\'

LOS ANGELES AT NEW ORLEANS

HE&SHE -

. ,--/"

~.98 BEAUTY CONTEST
SUNPAY DEC. 7
LADIES SIGN UP NOW.

- ~~
An Exclusive
"~

CLASSIC HEADS.
D Private Rooms
D Manicures & Pedicures
D Hair Coloring - Permanent Waving
D B'Hingual Salon
D Complimentary Drinks
1618 E-. Colonial
h Block East of Hwy. 17-92

1

For Appointment
Phone 896-37.56

,•
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"Fishy" solution sought to weedy problem
by Doug Marks

cannot r<'produce. Osborne said.
Osborne is on<' of tlw first hdnid
grass carp researchers in the nation.
For. two years he has studied fish in
two ponds which lw stocked: 'BltH' Lak<'
in Sweetwater Oaks and a pond h<'hind
the Cr<'alde Mall in Wint<'r Park.
Th<' 75 hybrids in each pond hnH'
only grown from six to 15 inch<'S in on<'
yrar . Osbtmw said grass carp _would
hav{' grown to about IS· pounds in the
sanw amount of time.
Tht' hybrids stoch'd so far are slow
growers, said th<' biologist. Of I 00
born in tlw Arkansas hatch<'r~· ·which
supplil's tlw fish. 45 p<'ITent are -slow
growPrs and the r£'st arc' too drfornwd

Associate editor

A UCF biologist is on the track of a
solution to unclog Florida"s weedchoked lakes. '
In order to find a viable solution to
the problem, John Osborne has spen-t
several - ye~n monitoring the Asian
amur whose menu includes hydrilla
and other . lakedogging phnts that
stifle Central florida waters.
The hybrid, offspring of the anrnr.
. grass carp. and the Hungarian bighead
carp, may not be as effective in
keeping down aquatic weeds, but it
will be easier to control _because it

to survi,·r and lw ust'ful.
Osborn<' is raising fast-growing
hybrids in UCF n's<'arch ponds. but
th<'~ · a n<too sm;tll to lJ<' p~1t into lake's
with gam<'-fish. Th<' must hr larg<'
<'nough . to avoid prl'ciators. <'SP<'l'iall~·
larg<'mouth bass.
.
Tlw hvbrids ar<' schooling fish.
Osborn<' said . The fish in 'the C1Tald('
•f •
pond have C'at<')l out a round op<'ning
~lw<'<'ds and. fr~,d along the C'dge of tl1<'
circle.
With their slower growth rate and
schooling habits. it ma~· take mon'
hdnids to control tlw W<'<'ds in a lak<'
than it d<ws with th<' white' amur. lw
said.
"
j

• J'"' \•

J

•

1'

•

)

.

'

\

'

·· STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OF'F'ERS .
LEGAL SERVICES

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
CONGRATULATES ..
OUR NEWEST PLEDGES ·
Janine Burrier
Gina Chastain
Dana Menk

•

Howrv<'r. amur were discard<'d ilS ·a
viable wrC'd-control lllC'thod by the
State's Dt•partnwnt of Natural Hc'sour- ·
l'e's and th<' Came and Fr<'sh-Watc'r
Fish Commission lwc:ausc' tlw fish can
reproduce' if th<'y gd into the running
wain of a rivC'r.
.
It was f<'an'd that grass c.:arp. with
their voracious appdttl<'A. would eat
J .Jf'
\
too manv• ,WC'eds fin a la~<'
hr rive'r, thus
j,, )I
harming sport fishing and. watc'r qualit~· .
This year Osborne' r<'<.'<'ived a
$I 12,000 grant from th<' F.nvironnwntal Protection Agenc:--.. to monitor we'<'d
growth and rffrds of hybrids in <'ight
ar<'a lake's which will b<' stock<'d I)\· tlw ·
fish commission.

GOTPROBLEMSWITH:------------Landlords?
Student Government seeks to pro~ide
Insurance?
students
at the University of Central Florida
Contracts?
with Legal services in matters affecting their
The Police? welfare as students. Services provided include

Belinda Phillips
Robin Phillips
Liz Rash

consurµer.
and
landlord
. tenant,
discrimination problems. Also, noncriminal
traffic cases, divorc~. conversion of property,
and name change transactors.
Our program offers legal advice, consultation and document drafting free o.f
charge to students in need of services. Call
275-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more information or an appoinment.

Sue Walker

WE THINK YOU'RE GREAT!

LOVE, YOUR SISTERS

SUNWA~ MARKET II
.KEGS
(BOnLES)
MICHELOB *46.SO .
6 PK. MILLER LiTE $2.39
·BUD
*43.00
{CANS)
8 PACK PEPSI
$1.59 MILLER
*43.00
(RETURNABLES)
$39.00
32 oz. COKE (BonLEJ99¢ . BUSCH
6 PK. MICHELOB

$2.79

--------------....
50¢ OFF .

....

----------~---

DEU SPECIALS

EXPIRES: H/28/80

·110 BILL'S FAMOUS
16 INCHER•Sp.lced Ham
•Mo"8della Cheese
•Salami
•ProvOlone Cheese
w/ Tomato, Onions, Italian Drauing

FRESH .& MEATY .
OROUNO BEEF
1.49 LB.
3 LBS. &OVER
SPARE RIBS
.99 LB.

JIMMY BRYAN
I

CENTER CUT CHOPS
1.59 LB.

Hot
_____Delicious
_________
.,..____________....

•

TOYOTA

..

11039 EAST COLONIAL DR.
ORlANDO, FLORIDA 32806
277-8820
OPEN DAILY 9 AM- 8 PM
FRI. & SAT. 9 ~ - 9 PM

ORLANDO'S NO. 1
DEALER! .
Hwy. 436 & University Blvd.
678-1234
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Auto Show
by Mike Griffin
Future staff

The third annual UCF car show is
scheduled f~w. tJ0y .! 24, and th~ participants a~~J~}1~Y.J?,rep,aring . the f!pest
cars for presen~a.tion.
J'he deai~~shi"ps ·that w·ill be participating this 1year a'fo Baird-Ray Datsun, Bill Bryan Fiat-Lancia, Bob Dance Dodge, Holler Honda, Jimmy Bryan
Toyota, J.R.'s Volkswagen and Roger
Holler's Chevroler.
The year 1981 marks the first serious
attempt to- include fuel .economy along
with ' the luxury to which most
Americans are· accustomed. For example, the Datsun 210 sedan offers a
mileage rating. of 36 m.p.g. in the city
and includes such o'p tions as a digital
dashboard clock, five speed transmission, sun roof, and a plush valour
mterior. 1 he ZlU will be one ot the
Baird-Ray Datsun entries. The Orlando franchise will also display a· King
Cab pickup truck.
· Another popular foreign car model
is the Fiat. Bill Bryan Fiat-Laricia will
have thTee of their biggest sellers on
hand, the X-1/9, the Spyder 2000 and
the Strada . All of the Fiats offer .the
special feature of fuel injected engines
with the Strada offereing the best
mileage rating- an estimated 37 m .p.g.
·
on the highway.
The american car dealers are not to

I

l

The 1981 cars
~ be
coming to you courtesy -of
the Future. Until then, these
attention getting cars are on
the UCF campus. Left, top is
a Corvette, still on top in the
sports car line. Middle, is
photography professor Paul
Hightower and his VW Kit
car. Right, is the ultimate - a
Jaguar.

wi1i

Photos by Kevin Mason

be forgotten however. . Roger Holler
will .be displaying the finest that
Chevrolet has to offer. The new Monte
Carlo offers its best ever gas mileage
_;vith 19 m .p.g. city and 26 m .p.g.
highway.1 Th~ _car offere~ a loaded accessorx liAt which ir;icludes
air con1
aitioni~g, 1AM/FMt ~I)~tereci: .power win~I)
-'d bws ana door 10,cks : and powe
J
•~ ,
' •
steering and brakes. Also on hand from
the Chevy line will be the Luv pick-.up
and the classic American sports car,
the Corvette. The 'vette offers 15 city
and 21 highway mileage rati'ngs .
New cars are not· the only headliners
of this year's car show. Some classic
.vw· s will be p~esented courtesy of
J.R. 's VW. They include a 1967 Type 3
pick-up, a custom Volkswagon .tricycle
and a restored Beetle pick-up, hot off ·
the chopping block.
Honda's Prelude and Civic will be
on hand, courtesy of Holler Honda.
The Civic offers a gas rat ing of 37
m.p.g. around .town and 4 7 m .p.g. on
fhe open road. The Prelude offers
almost every accessory imaginable including a power sun ro9f, tachometer,
AM/FM cassette stereo, and a peppy
five speed transmission .
This· year's auto extravaganza certainly offers a wide range of styles,
prices and options. All the dealers contacted were quick to point out that any
impatient souls o.ut there who can't
wait until the 24th can always stop by
for a look, and a test drive.
J
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UCF research suppQrts U.S. Court appeal
e;xarµine the American trial process.
th<' jurors responding betiC' ed that cameras from thC' courtroom; HirHirschhorn does not contend that the television cameras . inhibited witness sehhorn contmdf'd ·thf're was suffici('nt
media should be denied access to trial testimony, and that one in five found e idcnc~' to warrant the remo al of
photographic equipment from the
Media access to criminal trials is proceedings but rather that the still-canwras inhibiting.
In addition, large numbers of the courtroom.
being challenged in the U.S. Supreme physica l presence and inferred effects
To this argument, the SuprC'mr
Court and part of a UCF research of electronic media in the courtrooms jurors rcspond'ing were unsure of the
Court said "there was ·no . llch evidencr
project is being quoted in the appeal. f noticeably affect~ witnesses, jurors, effpcts of ·cameras in th courtroom.
In his brief to the U.S. Supreme ' to that effect before them in this casC'"
, J0el hlirschhorn, a. Miami attorney, lawyers and judges.
In his argument against the pres'ence Court, Hirsc1hhc>ril coi1teiid d that 'the I rrpc)rteH the Scrltinel"Sf::i: in a Nov. 13
is!chal'lenging the right of the press to
,
cover criminal trials via Eh~ use "of elec- of cameras in thf' courtrobm, Hir- ''lflc;rida Supre'rhe Cburt da'st 'the state story.
' '
•
r
•
,
• •
'
.11 •• ' }•, ' ·J... i ;u .
.
.
Accordrng to tlucnanan, this
tronic ancl still- amera '" PH6tographic . ·srHhdrn· cju<itPd the portion of the UCF' 1'ji11aicial ' s·y stem in an ·'und1arted ·sea
equipment, contending that use of such rep6rt which indicated that further when it authorized one year of statement by the court has the effect of
asking Hirschhc~rn to provide sprcific
equipment interfer with an accust>d's· studies of camera effects on trial par- televised tr.ials.,"
ticipants are needed.
Hirshhorn's contention was suppbr- evidence th"!t the camera coverage of
right to a fair and impartial trial.
The study, conducted by Dr. tt cl by the UCF r~port, which said .in the particular Florida trial in question
· The Florida law that Hirschhorn Raymond Buchanan, chairman of the part,
·"insufficient
courtroom created unfair conditions.
seeks to have declared unconstitutional UCF communication department, in- photograph data have been collected
A final decision has not been made
a llows photographic coverage of eluded sur~eys· of jurors, witnesses, to identify all of the ramifications of by
the Supreme Court. The
criminal trials in Florida. The law was lawyers and judges.
( camera , usage or to interpret ramifications of their decisions will affirst tested under a one year exBuchanan, in summarizing the adequately the initial reactions of feet many court decisions in Florida
perimental program from July 5, 1977 report, said, "The most important judges. attorneys, and the publi·c. The a lone.
.
through June 30, 1978. By order of the thing that we determined was that we experiment of only one year has
"How many h1rndreds of appe.als
Florida Supreme Court, the · 1aw hadn't learned enough. It's a produced too litfledata."
will be filed?'
asked B.Lichanan,
became perm~nent on May 1, 1979.
· phenonmenon which .we know has some
He went on to say that no scientific referring to the possible repeal of the
During the experi~ental ·period, the effect but the problem is i'n quantifying method for measuring the effects of law.
law ~as the subject of a research and qualifying its effect."
photographic coverage had been
Besides Florida, at least eight .states
project by the UCF Institute for the
One portion of the report used by developed.
currently have laws that permit
_Trial, a .research institute designed to Hirschhorn indicated that one in six of
In urging the Supreme Court to bar cameras in the courts.

by Dana Treen
Future staff .

WANTED
BIKE RIDERS
TOMOS MOPEDS
& .
ROSS BIKES/ALL KINDS

PEDALS & PISTONS

535 N. SEMORAN BLVD.
(lh MILE SO. OF HWY. 50)
275-3976

OPEN7DAYS

Suite20B
400 Serr.>0Ran BoulevaRo
GReateRMaJJ
Casselber<?Ry, FloRioa 32707

Vis9, immigRacior:> &
SeRoices FoR Aliens

. Petitions Prepared For Students
•Employment
•Change of School
•Extensions
•Departures
•Status Change
(305) 934 -6060

gh~OC
(Q@/inic
628-0405
Toll Free 800-412-1249
PllYSICIA~

M

t-~<,TA{ll.ISllED

ACED
I !Ji:l
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''We can feel ••• th-a t they hate us''

Iranians say UCF relationships are bad .
by Sherry Reed
'future staff

-.

Iranian students say they have not
been able to communicate with ·ucF
students since the 51 American
·hostages were seized in Teheran last
November.
,
A spokesman. for the Iranian Student
Organization, who asked that his
name be withheld, said, "Students are
looking at us differently. We can feel
it. We can feel from their actions that
they hate us. They don't w~nt to talk to
us about it. We have to take the blame
for our government."
.
Another Iranian student, a member)
of the Iranian Organization at UCF,
said he gets mixed reactions from UCF
stu~nts. "The reactions were mo~tly
good, but some students didn't behave
well. They were looking at the
situation. from their point of view.

Once, whenl was using the typing
machines, a guy said to me, 'If I knew
you were from Iran, I wouldn't have
_
let you use this.'"
He also said he got two or three
telephone calls a day from people who
told him to go oack.to Iran.
A female Iranian student said her
roommate told her to get out of their
apartment when tbe Americans were
.captured in Iran .
Two other Iranian students, who
also asked that therr n.ames be
withheld,
agreed
that
media ·
~xaggera ted the hmtage issue.
· ..They don't see th-at we have the
hostages in the best conditions," one
said. "Tr;;y have special food, a
special American cook, clothes and
time to exercise. The media say they
have been tortured--they don't have the
facts . We are against torture."
The other. said: "In the beginning,

when the embassy was taken over, the
media said the hostages were in bad
· conditions. They are in good conditions . . The point in taking the
hostages was not to hurt the
Americans . Richard Queen, the
hostage that was released, didn't complain of torture. The issue was to show
the world what has happened in the
past."
He explained that America had sup- ·
ported :he shah. .
The ISA is opposed to the old Iranian
government.
UCF students have mixed v.iews on
the Iranian students.
P~ychology major Ne~d Radcliffe
said, "Something should be done to
those that pledge the Iranian way.
Thos~ that follow Khomeni should be
sent back to Iran where they belong."
· Computer science major Lydia
Lambert . said , ''The UCF students

could have done worse than they did. I
don't think UCF students treat the
Irani;;ins badly."
None of the Iranian students knew
when .the hostages would be released,
but one said they wo.u ld be released
before the inaguration of Presidentelect Ronald Reagan. Another said
they will be released when the four
deman~s of the Iranian government
are met by the United States.
To improve relations between
Iranian stu~ents and UCF students,, the
ISA and the IOUCF man tables on the
SC patio from 10 a.m. to 2 p .m. on
Wednesdays. Iranian articles and
magazines are available for a
donation.
·
The ISA spo~esman said, "The table
is not a politicaLmovement. Most .of
the material is mailed from Iran . UCF
students are welcome to come and look
at the articles.

CD/VIE SEE THE

Bl ,s

3RD ANNUAL

UCF
Bob~ s

·AUTO

Auto·Se.rVice··

SHOW

218l Rouse LakeRoad

MONDAY
NOV.24

9:00. 5:00
S.C. GREEN

Sponsored by the FUTURE

Approx.· 3 ~les from UCJ' ·

273-6006 .

HOLLER
m.~m

-Total Car Care·
Speci'alizing In ~.~ansmission "repair; . niaJor
.....

engine _ work.

_,.....

Hi~

perfor~anc,.

·work· •

Pf;lrelgn &.Domestic.

'1981 HONDA PRELUDE

.. . Paint.& Bo.d y Shop· ·Towing Service
.free ride back to scltoot ·wftlle ~ervlclng car.

THE SENSIBLE SPORTS CAR

Curious About Soft Contact Lenses?

EPA

We .Have The Cure.For Your Curiosity
•.

CITY

HWY

@®

Call us or come in for infoi:JDation

SSPEED

about the exp~nding world of

Soft Contact Lenses
1981-HONPA CIVIC 1500
CARE KIT $10.00

QUALITY-RELIABILITY-ECONOMY

FITTING FEE $70.00
(4 VISITS)
per pair

EPA

TOTAL $155.00

CITY

s

HWY

.@)

SSPEED

Our Optical Also Qffers:
(1) one year eyeglass guarantee ·
(2) free repairs and adjustments
(3) 103 discount to senior citizens
(4) 303 off on 2nd pair of glasses (5) designer frames (Sophia Loren, Givenchy, etc.)
(6) no line bi-focals (invisible bifocals)

SEE BOTH AT THE AUTO.SHOW

Call For Information: 365-7475
Dr. Charles C. Hankins
_ 19 East Broadway, Oviedo

.. ~- HWY. 436 AT ALOMA

·

.

. .1.

.

~

.: - ...

.

)

-WINTER PARK

PHONE: 671~2700

·.~.~,

'• :· - ... (.

..--

.
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~
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Canadians _
cycle into arms of UCF professor
by Kathleen Foronda

Francis Johnson of UCF's Communication Department found th e
group cycling Nov. 10 on Highway SO.
Three students from Canada's Laval ·"I was driving to school and when I
University bicycled down to Orlando saw Canada's decal I thought 'these
packed with maps ·and smiles because pe9ple look serious,' so I stopped
they "wanted to do something in a big them," Johnson said. The group stayed
way,."
at Johnson's home for the rest of the
Futwesbff

.a.,
.

.&· "'·

m ~·

~ ·''·~-

Renee Labelle (center) has
time to rest' and recall the
l 700 mile ride with friends
Renee ·Fortin and Luc F9rtin. (Photo by Frank
Forester).

"He invited us to visit his home and
visit.
For Renee Labelle, Renee Fortin and · left !l note when we got here to let our- ·
her younger brother Luc, it was thefr selves in and help ourselves to some
first time down America's eastern food," Fortin said.
Hailing from Quebec City and Monseaboard · and their first try at cycle
tourism. "We were just three good treal, Labelle and the Fortins are
h:iends who wanted to see America," fluent in French and English. The
three met at Laval University in
Labelle said.
City.
Quebec
Planning for the trip began last
Only two p~oblems came up along
January. They followed a conditioning
program of calisthenics and weightlif- the 1,700 mile adventure . "In
ting for seven months and wor.ked jobs Baltimore we road through a black
section and got rocks thrown at us,"
all sum.mer.
The trek began Aug. 31 and took Labelle said.
The other trouble occured in Maine
about .two and one-half months. "The
first two days were the worst," L~belle when a woman threatened to have the
said. "We were riding down the Ap- three students arrested. The older Fortin said they had bought drinks at a
palac~ians and we couldn't use our
fast-food restaurant but were told they
br ~ kes downhill because -it was
rainiing, yet we neve r had second couldn't eat their sandwiches in the
restaurant because they had not purthoughts," she said.
"We. had our honor. I didn't want chased anything . .
people to laugh at me," said the older
Wha t next? They'd like to try other
Forin.
routes along the U.S. , but right now the
They slept at campgrounds all the
wa y and when they· found a spot they younger Fortin said he . wants to go
.Uked, the threesome stopped to soak in back to school. 'Tm going to Virginia
Beach," said his sister. Labelle is
the sights.
While riding on a ferryboat, the returning to ca·n ada this week but
Younger Fortin said they met the hopes to return to Orlando and attend
.
owner of the Belk Lindsey ch,ain stores. UCF.

,'
'

COMETO .
DORMC-116

CALL
275-2811

---PERSONAL
MARITAL
SOCIAL
WEIGHT CONTROL
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I
I

WHENYOU
1 ·sAY
.•••
1·
1 SAY
I

••

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

1
I
1
1

Correctly fill;.i·n
the blanks and
bring to your
nearest Taco Viva
to receive a
FREE SOFT DRINK
with anY purchase.

1

I

1
1

TRIM50%·
OFF YOUR NEXT ,
CUT/SlYLE.
. r:-------~,

.?~

--

1

'

I
I

! I-·. i
! TACO !
I

I

II VIVA II

• •

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATIONAL
TEST ANXIETY
APTITUDE TESTING

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

UNIVERSITY
COUNSELING & TESTING
CENTER

I
I
I
I
I

"The Late Night Spot"
In Winter Park Mall
Open Nightly ttll 11:00
Friday & Saturd~y ttll 12:00
Cllp & redeem at any Taco Viva

EXPIRES: 1215(80

•

............w.11

I
I

Includes precision cut, conditioriing sl1ampoo,
and blow dry style. Present s·tuder.t. !.D. with
this coupon and pay only

b-.;~

~~

$8.00

\l.

EXPIRES

·

December 5

II

r·

Ji

-- ~-~--~- -

·G reat

1~ircuts
unltd.

PICtl.lre~ Hair

Colonial Plaza Shpg. Center 894-2821

· The Rock House ... Hundreds of
young people gathering every
Tuesday night at 7 o'cl.o ck to worship God. Contemporary music
sets the atmosphere, followed by
teaching from the Word of God by
Alex Clattenb-.rg.
·
Home fellowship groups meet
during the week to · bring people
closer to God and one another.
Join us this Tuesday at 7 p.m. Your
life will never be the same! If you
need help, don't hesitate to
call ... 644-1199.
'

The Rock House
1199 Ooy Street •. Winter Pork. Florido 32789

The Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
(lo<oted between Par & Fairbanks exits of 1-4)
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Committee
They wi11 always have an open channel to voice their opinions," Tubbs
said.
Some of the topics to be discussed in
the December meeting are: 24-hour

Semester
"Conversion to semesters will not
have an effect on the graduation time
of students," said Ellis. He explained
that though semesters are longer, ti
takes less semester hours that quarter
hours to graduate.
Ellis said one quarter hour equals
two-thirds of a semester hour. One
s~mester consists of about 80 school
days over a period of four months. It
takes 180 quarter hours or 120
semester hours to graduate.
_
According to Edward Knight, director of Records, there will be fall and
spring semesters and possib!e short
winter and summer semesters.
Knight said se~ester hours will cost
about one-and-a-half times more than

Bus

from p.l
dorm visitation rights, formation of a
Handicapped Student Center, and the
need to create more student awareness.
Committee meraber '(<.aren Pearce
said "This will go a long way toward
improving student-administration
communication."

1

from p.l
quarter hours.
Under the present ESP , 69 quarter
hours are required. The semester
system would require 49 hours.
.
The new ESP program includes two
English composition courses, the option of a physical science or chemistry
or physics cpurse to go along with a
biological science and restricted electives of computer scfonce and statistics
or a foreign language.
"Changing and combining courses
to fit a different system is not easy,''
said Ralph C. Boston, director of UCF
Admissions. "Most professors are using
course examples from schools already
on the semester system," he said.

from p. I

He said the freeze could last from extend service to UCF for abou
two to six months, but he will try to $I 5,000.
However, Blot.int has not heard fron .
cqnvince the county to authorize two
T.H.E. since October . .
obtained, said Friend.
Friend said, 'Tm dissatisfied abou
Tubbs is out of town, said Morris,
the fact that Jim (Blount) made th{
and doesn't know about the freeze yet.
decisipn to work on one project whiltBlount said Wednesday that he did
neglecting another possibility.
not forward Friend's proposal earlier
because he was concerned that CETA
"I feel that he should have mad
would not allocate the positions or some ·kind of positive movemen
might cut them off after the program through the administration, as
started.
backup plan. Now it may be very dif ·
However, the freeze is across the ficult to initiate the system b'"efor,
board. No employees will be fired, but spring term," Friend said. J3oth he ar11 '
no new ones will be hired. The freeze Blount said in seperate interviews tha
will last until natural joL attrition they knew the freeze could occur soon.
thins CET A ranks . If the program had
Friend's proposal would cost th(
started, the freeze would not stop it, school $13,800 at most. The cos
Friend said.
would be defrayed by SO-cent studeff
B~ount said he also hesitated because fares.
he was waiting on a written proposal
The project could have started iJ
and contract from the T.H.E. bus winter quarter. The funds wen
company. In September T.H.E. available and could have easily bee1
r_e presentative Morris Grant offered to obtained, said Friend:.·
.

THE BROTHERS OF

~'The Beautiful You"
With

PI KAPPA ALPHA
WOULD LIKE.TO EXPRESS
OUR APPRECIATION
FOR THE
1
SISTERS OF.THE
SHIELp & DIAMO.ND

C,omplimen!ar!f <f}kx1a/ ©>upon
DEBORAH A. BENNETT
Independent Beauty Consultant
300 Edinburgh _Drive

W~- extend a warm welcome

toI

all UCF
students and families, facµlty, Iemployees
· and friends of UCF to visit us i.n friendly
Oviedo--j-ust minutes away from the UCF
Campus. We strive to serve · your medical,
health, vitamin and nutritional needs--We
also off.er " cosmetics, film and came ra
needs, gifts, household supplies, greeting
cards, magazines, stationery, games, toys
pet supplies and many other items.
1

OVIEDO DRUG STORE
-95 Geneva Drive (Next to Meat World Grocery)
A. Rex~ll Store owned & operated by
the Jack Peiper Family.

\.r
a

·PROTECT
YOUR
CAR .-

,.

WE THI~f YdU'RE THE BEST!
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Unive,rsity of Central Florida's ·

I'

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
•
•

EGINSDAYTIMECOURSES··REGISTER NOW BY PHONE

soc·1s CLOSER THAN YOU THINK!
Time wise • SOC is closer
to students in yellow area
than the main campus is!
Consider traffic, 1-4,
E/W Expressway, distance•••
..J
~

a:
I-

z

<{

114

0

B
O
ULEre
NION PARI<

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 L~ke Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando CentraLPark
On South Orange Blossom Trail
Dr. R.C.HARDEN, DIRE~TOR

,

........... ··················.···· ···· ·.····· ·· ··· .. . ... ..... ... .
..

JETPORT ___1 _ ~

_

~

_

~

_1_

.'._ _

~l~LfBC

H-!GtiWAY

'·

EDUCATION

,,,.

4305
4313
4314
4215
4137 .
4140
4141
4144
41.7
4150
4156
4263

EDF
. EDG
EDG
EGC
EVT
EVT
EVT
EVT
EVT
EVT
EVT
SPS

6557
4941
4941
6938
3062
3·311
3367 3371
3562
4368
5316
5937

91
91
92 .
91
91
91
91
91
H
91
91
91

3
-2

3
4
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4

Phil of Classroom Learning
Directed Field Experience
Directed Field Experience
-ST: Family Counseling
Prof Role of Voed Teacher
Prep/Clinical Teaching Voed
[val of Vocational Instruction
Teaching Skills in Voed
Special Needs of Voe Students
Adv Teaching Tech for Voed
Cl Co~d/Health Occ Teachers
ST: Understanding Gifted CHild

Tue
TBA
TBA ·
Wed
Mon
Mon
Mon .
Mon
·Mon
Mon
Mon
Mon

S.9p
6-10p
5-9p
5-9p
5-9p
5-9p
5-9p
5-9p
5-9p
5-9p

~

COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwriter II computer t~rminal tied to the main campus. UCF.
students located in SOC's service area are encouraged to use .this equipment.
·
•To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855-0881) •• 10-5 any
day. You then registe~ for Main Campus Courses ~t your scheduled appoiniment time by going to the
Problem Table.

1'9'
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·S OUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS .(SOC)
offers

. ..
;

CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru· 'GRADUATE ·students
To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC. (855-0881) - ·.1 0·5 any
day. You ~hen register for Main Campus Courses a( your scheduled appointment time by going .to the Problem
Table.

WINTER 1981
Reg •

. ~ey

Course No. ·Sec. Hrs.

Title

DAY /TIME am-pm

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR ADDITIONAL EDUCATION COURSES

ENGINEERING ·
EGN

5103

4824

51

3

Energy and Man

Mon

HEAL.TH
,

HSC
HSC

6102
6107

.

3081
4101

51
51

3
4

Medical Self Assesment
Org. & Mgmt. for Health Agencies

Wed
Wed

6-9p
6·10p

4

THE ABOVE COURSES FIT INTO YOUR SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS:
Approved Environmentals
For Business Majors

Required For
Business Majors

ACC2324
CAP3001
ENC 1103
ENC3352
FIN 3403
HUM2200
MAC 1104
SPC 1014

-

EDUC: EDF 4003
ENGR: EGN 4824
HLTH: HSC 3081
HSC4101
HFA: ENC 3352
SS: FIL3400
INP3004
PSY 3621
VIC3001

THE ABOVE COURSES FIT INTO Y9UR SCHEDULE AS FOLLOW~:
SOUTH ORLANDO·CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Basic Environmentals
Advanced Environmentals
)Ph. 855-0881
For Everyone
For Everyone
·in Orlando Central Park
REQUIRED:
·On South Orange Blossom Trail
ENC 1·103
ACC3930 GEB3004
Dr. R.C.HARDEN, DIRECTOR
CAP3001 HSC3081
HUM2200
EDf 4003 HSC4101
SPC 1014
EGN4824 INP 3004
50.
ENC3352 MMC4200
DESIRABLE: .•
ENC3355 PSY3624
EUH2001
MAC 1104
EU.H 4621 THE3251
POS2041
FIL3400
VIC 3001
STA2014
•McCOY·•
~-----~

-

--
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An adventure story

Photos by · .·
Kevin Mason and
Frank Forester

Clockwise from upper
left: The inside of the thre_estory balloon bag in flight.
It seems like there are
balloons everywhere when
the chase begins. From I 000
feet, the balloons taking off
look like toys. Friends and
specatators alike lend a
hand to ·hold down the
balloons while the crews
board.

· by Fr~nk Forester

Kissimmee was the last stop on this ner is the one landing c!osest to the
year's Kool Pro Balloon Tour. The target area selected by the hare.
Fu,turP received a press invitation to
Our takeoff was · smooth and easy,
·I was introduced to David Eastland, ride .in one of the balloons dur·ing the · for us anyway. I'm not too sure what ~
the pilot, tor my first hot air balloon rac<' and it seemed like~ great idea un- happened to the spectators I last saw
ride.
til David fold me it was his first ducking and running from the swaying
''There are only two rules," he said. balloon ride, too.
basket as we left the ground.
"First, don't talk ~uring the race ..
That wasn't quite tru.e. He had
The chase was exhilarating, yet
Second, if I yell 'emergency' jump."
fini.shed third overal on the 1918 tour, soothing. Drifting quietly over the pathad been ballooning since 1973 and chwork of groves, forests and swamps,
teaches ballooning classes at Vander- even. the normaly impressive sight of
r didn't know which would be hard- bilt UnivC'fsity.
Disn<'y World melted insignificantly
er to do. It isn't easy for a reporter not
The contrst Wt' were in is called · into thC' horizon, just north of our path.
to ask questions and I knew it wouldn't "Hart' and Hound." The official Kool
ThC' silC'ncr was intC'rrupted only by
be easy to jump out of a balloon balloon gets a 15-minute head start the o<:<:asional roar of the propane
soaring ovN Central Florida swamps bdorr the hounds follow. The hart' burner as David adjusted thr a ltitude
and orange gtovrs.
tries to C'vade the hounds and the win- to correct our course. Th(' balloons ar<'
[dltor·ln-chlef

-------Balloons, p. ·18
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SIGHTS & SOUNDS
'" ....

Com-mittee wo_
rks to select SC movies
by Rob Scheiderer
Future staff

....

the selecting from a review catalog of
films," said Franzese. "The committee
UCF ~tudents can have a say in SC has about a dozen active members but
movies shown on campus according to is open to anybody. Sometime$ the
Cinema Committee Advisor Paul . committee previews offerings although
Franzese.
many members have already seen most
"We have a committee who, along of the major films ."
with Chairperson Kris K0pach, does
There is a definite criteria for selec-

ted films, especially those of the
Famous Directors Series, but censorship is not the ~eason for the guidelines.
"We . try to show films in that series
(Famous
Directors)
that
are
educational in nature and you don't
see all the time." Franzese said.
Next quarter's .seri.es is scheduled to

feature the works of Stanley Kubrick
which include "Sparticus," "Dr .
Strange-love," "Clockwork Orange"
and "200 I." The "Shinililg" will also
be shown.
Other films slated for -showing are
"Kramer vs. Kramer," "All That
Jazz," "Superman" and "The Muppet
Movie." Tentative plans call for
double features starring Cli~t Eastwood· and perhaps some midnight
movies.
Movies are open to consideration
regardfess of their rating.
"We .don't look at a movie based on
it's rating. If we think a movie would
be of interest we'll show it. The only
movie not shown because it dealt with
a ~ontroversial subject was "The
Devil" by Russel. It _was scheduled to
be shown but was rec~lled by the film
company for editi~g and redistribution
and we weren't able to show it," said
Franzese
.
Some films arrive already censored
however; as
as the case when
"Clockwork Orange" was shown at
UCF.
,
Franzese encouraged anyone interested in having a.say in what movies
are brought to campus to attend com_mittee meetings. People are eligible to
join after afrending two meetings. Information is available at the Student
Center Main desk.

Students line up to see SC movies m the Enginerring building. (Future photo by Chip Rodis)

UCF cast does justice to well worn melodrama
by ~ob Scheitlerer
Future staff

The presentation of "Deadwood
Dick" or "The Game of Gold" by the
University Theatre Players brought
melodrama to center stage at UCF.
Written by Tom Taggert, _the play
concerns a soap operatic group of
characters 1iving in the simplistic
world of Wild West Melodrama . Like
·characters out of an ~arly 30s Bmovie, th:i regulars at Calamity Jane's
Man-Trap Saloon are mere pawns ,in
the great game of good versus evil'.
After a slow start, things got in-

Majority of band not music majo~s
Wh('n Band-; Director Jerry Gardner strikt•s up the marching
Knights, stud<'nts from the colleges
·of Engineering, · Business Administration, and other areas of
study at UCF fall into line.
· At least 65 percent of all band
members are non-music majors according . to ·Tom Wallace, a
management major.
"Most of ~ts enjoyed marching
band when we were in high school
and wanted to continue ·playing in
college, but weren't able to devote a
full-time schedule to it because of
our major a n•as of study," said
Wallace.
Wallacr also pointrd out that th<:>
avrrage marching band 'member
sprnds about 17 hours a week prac:ticin~ for halftimr shows and other
pc•rformnnces.

teresting with the appearance of Judge.
Nix (Tracey Frenkel) who had Just
arrived on the afternoon stage. It
seemed the stage had been the target of
the infamous Deadwood Dick who had
stolen a horse and abducted an innocent young lady. At this point, it
became clear who the good guys and
the bad.guys were, and who was.going
to get what in the end.
One thing the audience in°particular
seemed to enjoy was booing the bad
guy, Blackman Redburn (John Bishop),
who, complete with twirled mustache
and menacing laugh was completely
drowned out ·by the audience several ·
times.
Of course the good guys, Ned Harris
(John Smalbein) and Wild Bill Hickock
(Ron McDuffie) were just as quickly
cheered.
The Players' production lacked
finesse but the material performed was '
never meant to sparkle. All in all, it
was an extremely credible performance by the cast that tu med the a r- ·
chaic drivel of "Deadwood Dick" into
a palatable piece of theater.
Thus, high accolades should go to
the entire cast and special mention
must be given to Sheriff. Loveless (Paul
Annable), who must ha".e spent endless
hours studying old westerns to master
his wild west voice, Calamity Jane (Lee
Hendry), who brought I ife to the
character so often portrayed as an
emotionless slut, and the Blossom
Sisters (Yvette Manson and Cheryl
Donovan), who both gave outstanding
performances, the former as a ·blind '
innocent .
Between acts the audience was entertained in true honkev tonk traditi~n by
cast members Pi.~no Andv (Joh~
Boldon) and Songstress (Anne Smith,
who also narrated scenes).

Judge Nix (Tracy Frenkel) lectures Wild Bili Hickok (Ron McDuff d
'
h
ie) uring "Deadwood Dick.' (Future P oto by Chip Rodis)

·'
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Reel Life

by Lee Elliott
Fubnstaff

.-1 .._

\

Equipped with an extremely functional · set of pearly whites, an insatiable appetite and the vigilante in:
stincts of a Charles Bronson, Ramone
the alligator is a class act in an admittedly tacky genre.
"Alligator" is a borderline·parody of
"Jaws" that in many ways surpasses
the original. Bruce the shark was a
more convincing threat than Ramone,
though he was only a hydraulically
operated Hefty bag with dentures. To
be blunt, synthetic gators haveu't
changed much since the days when
Johnny Weissmuller half-heartedly
wrestled them in studio tanks.
"Jaws" had more dramatic tension
than "Alligator," a point which works
.both ways. Director Lewis Teague
knows just how fa'r to push his
material, sacrificing a few good scares
for overall smoothness and unity.
Thus, "Alligatorn scans better, with
fewer lows in- the action.
Author John Sayles has created an
exciting tall tale studded with priceless
character roles: the cynical reporter;
the eccentric mother; the pooch. napping pet store owner; the sleazy
souvenir hawkers. His dialogue is

dialogue; "Ya let a woman beat ya,
huh, punk?"
Rowland's character is a blowsy.
tough-minded dame who . obviously
understands a slap in the face. or a slug
from a .44. Her crooked smile revC'als

protagonists of "Willard," "Carrie"
and "Phantom of the Paradi-se," he
lives precariously near madn~ss. Binford is a child of the media, and it is
his dreams and awkward role-playing
that to4ch us.
Unfortunately, the script isn't worth
his efforts . . Writer/Direct0r Vernon
Zimmerman has patched together a
shred of high camp, a swatch of horror
and a rag of pathos into an ineffective
crazy quilt.
· At times t)1e Jilm borders on
burlesque: ' the strident, crippled ' Aunt
Stell?. character is straight out of
.. Whatever Happened to Baby Jane," a
~ol~ ~hat S~elley Winters ~ould have
reli~ned in h.er wanm~ years.
Zimmerman introduces irrelevant
h
.
k
c aracters m an attempt to ma e a
sociological •statement: Binford is suf.fering from the Ronny Zamor~ syntlrome. The counselor and his police
force are the artless, fumbling clods so
beloved of Robert Altman and Hal
Ashby, but Zimmerman lacks the deft,
wicked t.o uch necessary to give the
roles even comedic value .
.. Fade to Black" is disturbing. Too
many elements and an uncertain a.ttitude toward intent have robbed the
film of whatever impact it may have
h d G
d . l .
d b d'
a · b roun bsirbomt,heggs,lan breta
may e super
y ems_e ves, u a
mixture of the same is ·invariably
meatloaf .

two things:- that she has Mob connections, and has little fresh insight into a
hackney.ed role.
Burk Henry makes a brief appearance
as a Mob accountant who talked.
Those who have conversed .at any
length with an accountant will understand why the Mob has him sanetinned. It is his 6-year-old son that
crisp, convincing and witty, the plot r.t"da unwillingly ·totes around tht'
swift moving and cohesive.
Big Apple, providing a dreary assor. k
.
"H •
f
Robert Forster is totally charming as t men t o f 0 ed 1pa
1 JO es.
e s one o .
.
I
. h.. ,·
Detective Madison, whose task it is to ..
1he .nicest ~uys I .ever sept wi.t ' oostop Ramone's hot lunch program. His'
serves
Gl.cma. She ~as something dark
·performance is equal to that of Roy
and persistent hanging over her head-a
Scheider or Richard Dreyfuss.
Of course the pretext is silly, of course boom microphone. It steals most of the
science · takes it on the chin scenes and definitely has all the best
(Ramone's size and disposition are the 1.ines.
Thl:' film deserves plaudits for its inresult of hormone research animals
. dumped into the city's waste system), novative t'amera angles. Either the
photographer was flat on his back, or
and of course it has a happy ending.
However the fi.lm has a light touch has a Kilroy fetish, as the actor's nose's
that makes up for · its gaucheness.
barelv crest th;- bottom of the screen.
· · ·
. b h. ·
"Alligator" may not give toilets the
No d ou t t 1s 1s an express1onistic
shivery mystique that "Psycho" gave device svmbolic of the principal's deep
·
.
to showers, but it is an immensely enunderworld in vol vement.
tertaining effort.
Rowlands and her unattractive
munchkin spend an inordinate amount
Christopher deserved better. Wjth
"Gloria" looks like a scrapped and of time in graveyards, looking for a more thoughtful treatment, this tale of
a man who dares to live what he has so
hastil y resurrected documentary on likel y plot. No comment.
long dreamed of could have been a cult
transportation perils in New York
classic on the order of "Brewster McCity . Getting in and out of cars is a
Cloud," or "Harold and Maude." But
· cheap and time-honored manner of
Dennis
"Breaki.ng
Away", his luminous and soulful portrayal is
filling out slow parts of a film.
Christopher's sensitive performance is
Without transportation, "Gloria" the saving grace of "Fade to Black." destined to be misunderstood or
overlooked.
might run a full twenty min.utes.
His Eric Binford is a familar figure, a
Zimmerman obviously has a great
Writer/Director John Cassavetes has lonely obsessive living in worlds of love of the medium , but he has created
cannily added some footage of wife cinematic fantasy.
an unsatisfying and loveless film .
Gena Rowlands brandishing a pistol
Cagney is his hero. · Monroe is his
And like the
and m~uthing Clint Eastwood ideal woman.
Reel Lif~, page I 7
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Chevy Chas~ Goldie Haw11 Charles GrodiA

Neil Simon's

5EEAfS IJKEODlMes

QOLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A RAY STARK Production CHEVY CHASE GOLDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN
IN "NEIL SIMON'S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES" A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
Music by MARVIN HAMLISCH Executive Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN
PG PAROOAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED~ Director of Photography DAVID M. WALSH Written by NEIL SIMON From RAST AR ....-...
soME MATERIAL MAYNor BE su1rABLEFOR tHILOREN Produced 'by RAY ST ARK Directed by JAY SANDRICH
~ ·,.o coLuMe•o icruRESINousrRIEs. •NC

D
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Coming This Christmas
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Steppenwolf 'Born to be Wild' at Park Avenue
by Doug Marks

Steppenwolf filled the air with ·crisp
renditions of "Five Finger Discount,"
"Hey Lawdy Mama," ,;Sookie, Sookie"
(th
ir first hit single) "Magic Carpet
Steppenwolf proved to a packed
Park Avenue crowd that it hasn't lost Ride" and "Born to Be Wild," which
·
the polish and power which put it in tinished the set.
the forefront of rock 'n roll in the late
The roaring and foot-stomping of the
60s.
crowd brought the band back for three
Sp~rting hi$n charaderistic shades, encores, the best of wh-ich was "The
lead singer ar.itfr guit-arist John Kay Pusher.'''
•· .,,
... 1 11·,,..
opened the show wi't:h ''Hock me
StepF>enwol;I:' m~de it look easy. · With
baby," cheered ' by a standing room Kay were lead guitarist Michael
only crowd.
Palmer, drummer Steve Palmer, ,
Coming off a 10-week European bassist Chad .Perry and Brett on
tour, the band played precision rock; keyboards. Kay is the only member of
always together, note for note and the original group . .
chord for chord.
With a driving yet funky beat and .
Park Avenue!_ provided an excellent sharp lea·ds, the band kept the crowd
setting with _f_ine 1igl}ting and a ~~rn·~ti cs. roaring con.tinuously between numbi
When Steppenwolf returns to OrlanThe only drawbacks were that it was do, it will put on a performance few
nearly impossible to find a seat ~nd the haFd-rockers will want to miss.
c:louds of cigarette smoke were not
vented away fast enotJgh to keep
Park Avenue's Thanksgiving concert
people's eyes from burning.
wi'll feature Humble Pie,
Associate editor

1

Reel Life-----"The Stunt Man" is a perverse
kaleidoscope of a film. Like "The
.Magus," and "Sleuth," it is magical;
elusive, and endlessly f_;:iscinatin1r.
Peter O'Toole is director Eli Cross;
fey, eloquent and satanic; a man who
will employ any means to perfect his
work. Steve Railsbeck is Cameron, the
hapless fugitive/stuntman who plays
Faust to · O'Toole's Mephistopheles.
. The action progresses from fantasy to
reality creating an awesome twilight
world where no one and nothing ~s

frompage16

reliable in the natural order of things.
· The two engage in q deadly cat-andmouse g~me for . the fun of it, but .the
true game is · between audience and
screen. "The Stunt Man" isn't for
everyone, but for those who enjoy
provocation. It is ·artful, stunning and
subtle.
O'Toole is in his element with thi
hype~kinetic madman role.
After
dreary films like "Rosebud," it's good
to see him in an original, challenging
role.

.. '.John Kay, lead singer am~ founder of Steppenwolf. (Future photo

by Frank Forester)

New FREE catalog lists the best In
hypnotic self-help tapes. All tested,
proven, sold with complete
money-bac~ guarantee.
Prosperity • Self-Confidence • Good
·Health • stop smoking • weight
LOSS • E.S.P .• .Better Memory •
Improve Sexual Life • Many Mbrer
Send today for amazing FREE
catalog.
Potentials Unlimited Distributor

UNIVERSAL CENTRE
P.O. BOX 188
.
FERN PARK1 FL. 32730

"Anvone can . love those who love them.
Love your enemies," Jesus Christ said,
Malice. hatred and prejudice destroy us on
the inside. God's answer to these wro~g attitudes is love. Jesus was the love of God in •
human flesh . God's lov.e is so different the
Bible has a special word for it. It is a "God
kind of li>vc." It is love that lovl's thl'
unlovcl\'. that asks and expects nothing in
rl'h1rn .. That k·ind of lovt' l'an fill hl'arts
with pt•ac•(' and iips with kindness. You
can cliscon•r this lovt• h,· knowing and
trusting Jesus Christ as I .orrl and Savior.

Let us share.• J<.•sus with you
this Sunday at -

The First Baptist
Church of Oviedo
FIVE Mii.ES NORTH OF llCF
ON Al.AFA YA TRAii .
R::rn A.M. 11 :Oil A.M. i:OO P.M.
DR. \\'11.l.IAM ·R. MARH. PASTOR
STAN Tll.l.MAN. MI. ISTl·;R OF1.0UTll
AN!) 1-:DUCATION

0

PRODUCED BY VAL GARAY. Direction: Trudy Green Management. "Epic" is a trademark of CBS Inc.© 1980 CBS Inc.

AVAILABLE AT VOU°R FAVORITE RECORD STORE

I
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steered by maneuvering into winds
blowing in difference directions at different altitudes.
After a beautiful 45-minute chase,
the hare landed on a field near a highway .
It seemed like we were coming in for
an easy landing beside our intended
target. Then the wind shifted and
David realized it was going to earry us
rtt~' 'he trees at the1 far side of the field .
' ·J-ie· hit 't he gas ~nd the bag slowl~
floated higher. We rose over the tre.~s
and drifted across th~ highway. We
examined the ground in front of us to
find a place to park . the 3-story.-tall'
balloon.
We. skipped over the next field
because poV.:er line~ ran down the sides
ahead of us. The next possible spot .turned out to be full of orange seedlings. .
We were finally able to land in a
dried out swamp beside a pond. The
basket tipped forward as the gas bag·

pulled us across the ground. Onl y by
.leaning over the backside were we able
to maintain our balance.
When we finally stopped we
discovered the ground was only muck.
It would have been impossible to carry
the balloon out of the oozing swamp so
we took off again. .
We crossed over the next small forest
and spotted a small field surrounded
bv trees. When David started his
d~scent . I warned him about
,i·,,,11
·'
irrigation sprinkler in the center of the
clearing.
It was then I realized my eyes were
bettt'r than the pilot's. David didn't see
the pipe in front of us. and thought I'
was ta.lking about one we had just
passed-. 1 was braced for a crash when
he finally saw th~ six-foot pipe we were
about to hit. The burner scorched the
top of my head as David tried to get
over the pipe and then over th~ pfne
trres .o nly yards ahead. We didn't

n

up

THE CITIZENS BANK.OF OVIEDO.
~

156 GENEVA DRIVE, .OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

.~

r

~~

Telephone 365-6611

Use Thesefrie(ldly Banking Sernices

Checking Ac·counts
Senior Citizens Checking
Regular Sal'ings Accounts
Certificaks of Deposit
Savers Ccrtificafrs
Christmas Club
Safe Dl'posit Boxes
Night Ot•pository
Installment Loans

Gl

Bank-B~· -Mail

Driw-ln-Banking
U.S. Savings Bonds
Din•d Dt•1>osit
Mash•r Card - \'ISA
TrnH'lt·rs Chcqm·s
Fn•c· Transft•r of Funds
Fedt·ral Tax Deposits
Collt•c·tions

•
l

Conum•rcial Loans
Cashit•r\ Checks
Bank Money Ordt•rs
Notary St•rviC'l•
Automatic Coin Counter
Gift Cht•c·ks
Photo Copies
\!\'ire Transfers
ElectrimiC' Funds Trnnsfor

EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER

FDIG
$100.000

LOBBY: MON. thru THUR. 9 to 4- FRI. 9 to 7
DRIVE.IN: MON. thru THUR. 8 to 6 .- FRI. 8 to 7
CITIZENS 24: 24 Hour Automated Teller

make it.
The wind pushPd our balloon
th rough the boughs of the trees. We
du<:kC'd and covC'rC'd our ht>ads when
the limbs whipped into our gondola.
We finally pulled above the highest
tn'c' and began brushing the pine
needles from our hair, as we again
Sl'archecl for a place to land .
As thr 1stln ~as setting. we saw what
ap.peari d to ' b~ the la.1 t ,'cleah'ng fb'r
.
li)
I.
miles ahead. We were runnmg ow on
foe! so we couldn't stay up . much
lunger.
The landing couldn't have been
smoother. David set us down right in
th<' middle of tht' small rlearing.
Our effo~ts to rai~e the chase truck
on the walkie-talkie were unsu<:<:essful
but there was a shed in the clearing
and a truck and tractor parked outside.
Maybr someone was there!
No ·such luck .
I dimbed to the top of thC' shed with
I

•

I

the radio to seC' if some elevation would
help thC' reception. It didn 't .
meanwhile, David had gottrn tht•
tractor- startrd so we hravrd the.
balloon onto a trailer behind it.
. The journey through the dark orange
groves lasted almos.t an hour before. we
found our wa y to a paved highway.
Finally, our luck had changed. As
we approached the road we saw our
chasr
truck '1oass
the•11(intersection.
They
•
1'
1
had been able to l}r,a our radio calls
and had been dr·i~ing around trying tc~
fi~d us by following the strongest
signals.
It was finally over . We _loaded the
baltoon onto the truck and David
parked the tractor in a nearby yard un- ,
til he could return it the next morning.
It was Miller time.
As I rode back to meet 'my friends
who had been waiting on me for over
three hours, I realized that somewhere
in the afternoon's activitie; there may
be a story for the Future.

STATLER SERVICE
& SUPPLY, INC.
Blueprinting
Drafting/Engineering Supplies
Office Supplies
149 E. Broadway Street
. Oveido, Florida 32765 ·
Phone (305) 365· 7249/365~3910 ·

IOTO 15% DISCOUNT TO
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SPORTS
"Torchy's" intensity key to success
hy Vince Cotroneo

dc•cickd to go Division II. Cc•rald Jon<'s
was our pla~· makN and <'VC'n in our
alumni gam<' iast W<'<'k. GC'rald was th<'
l)('st play<'r 5>11 th<' qnrrt for hot.h
tc•ams,"
said Clark.
.
,·
'

Future staff

•.>'J

i.

I ntC'nst•.
It onlv takC's <in<'.· word to d<'snilw
llCF's h<•ad baskNf>tdl c·;rnch. Eugc•1w
"Torchy" Clark. A firm disciplinarian.
."In Ho and Cc•rald. we• pt:ohahlv had
Clark hPgins his 12th s<'ason as th<' · th~ -t><'st hackrnu~t in th<' C'ntir°{> co.untr:·
Knights' !wad skippc•r.
last \'ear. and the·:· (If(' both grnw. w('
N<'VC'r at a loss for words. Tordn <'n- ar<' in a rc•building program, .. he· adtc•rs tlw 1480-81 campaign tr:·ir{g to clc•cl.
answPr som<' oft lw higg<'sl quc•stions of
If rc•lrnilding is the• word. th<'n Clark
his C'Oaching car<'<'r. II<' has to fill the• wc•nt out of his way to pick up a bluevoid left by the• graduation of thrc•c•- chip athldc• out of Xavier High Sc·hool
tim<' All-AnwriC'an Bo Clark. who was in Appleton. Wisconsin. tht:' very
also UCF's all-tim<' scor<'r . Also s<'hool Clark coachc·cl at lwfor<' C'oming
pla~ · nwkn C<·ralcr Jone's, stc•ad:· Pet<'
to Orlando.
·
Krull and morale l<'ad<'r Paul Haas an'
That pla _ <'f is JeH DorschnN, a
gotw from th<' I !-J7!-l-80 squad ~h,;t. en- O' I()" 210 lb . frc·shman c«•ntc>r.
d('d th<' s<'ason 25-4 and 4th in th<'
"WC' V\?<'r<' C'xtrenwlv luckv to get
c·o u n Ir\' .
DorschnC'r to conH' t<» UCF"." Clark
") ou'n• just not going to r<'place a pointed out. "H<' was recruited hard' hy
Ro Clark. HC''s a Division I pla:-er that Illinois State' and Wc•h<'f State. HP will
~

and th<•n thr Central Michigan
pla~ · a low post with Dean Hossin (last
vc•ar's c<•nter). DorsC'hn<•r has t:> play . ChipaV.:.ahs. The Knights also play in
for us to ·win and for him to stav four th<' Sunshim· State ConfNencr. c.:onVC'ars. Dorschn<'f was the vital rc•cruit sicler<'d bv many to be th<' toughe~t 1
Division Ii basketball conf<:'rc>nc.·e in th<'
WC' IH'<'cfC'cl. ..
.
, With th<' loss of those' four smiors. c~>untrv.
"Thi.s tC'am · has worked extrc·mely
some• might think that Clark would
giv<' 11p thc· intms<' style• traclc•mark he hard. I like• this team . They'll get
has built in th<' 12 yc•ars he has bem strongN as the yc•ar goes on ..Florida ·
State will be tough as will Central
hc·rc" Not so.
Michigan. Our conf<'rence is so tough.
"Th<' stvlc• will still be therc·-thc· stvlP W<• went out and beat the Biscayn<'s
has to h<'. then'. Our sty!<' will lw th<' and the' St. Leos and the Eckerds, but
sa11w: running Iikc• WC' havr in the past now thPv'rc' ·out to get us," Clark
and press hard on dc·frnsc'. Our team commentrcl.
isn't a ball-handling t{•arn so wC''re not
going to try to be' on<'. WP wiJI he what
Clark rC'al izt•s thf' situ.ation h<' is in
W<' are strongest at and hopefully that and has preparC'd for it. Wht>n thP first
will c.·ov<'f our WC'aknessc•s ."
jump tak<'s place• Saturday in the UCF
UCF plays two Division I schools gym against Edward Waters Colleg<',
this ~· c·ar (and possibly thrc•c• dt•pPnding it will lw Clark's intensity that
on the• Tang<'rinC' Bowl tournammt) . hopc•fully. will. get thP Knights going
First arc• thC' Florida State• Sm1in()IC's on another s.uc·c·essful campaign ~

•

The 1981
Knight
Basketball
team
Members of the 1980-81
UCF haskethall team are:
ldt to right. (front row)
Mih• Candelaria. Jimmie
Ferrell. Vincent Scruggs.
Roland .Ehron. Willie
Edison. Jim Beachum.
(hack row) coach Gene
'"Torclw" Clark. Ruhen Cotton. K~n Allison.- Al Fussell,
J df Dorschner. Dean
Rossin. Joe Burgess . (Photo
eourksy of instructional
n•sourn•s).

Lady Knights host regional volleyball tourney
torv

hy Patti Linzy

()V('J' j<1L·bu11\

dlt· l.J11i Nsity IS-

I I.' I S-4. and then went on to soundly

Future staff

trounce arc:h-rival Florida Southnn
Today at 3 p.rn. th<' Lady Knights I S-fi . I S-7 to mov<' into th<' quarter
will take' on thc>ir fin~tl pool play op- finals. UCF then lost to number on<'
porwnt. Col um bus Col IC'g<' From sc•c•d Florida International I S-9. I S-1 O·
Ceorgia. in the Region III Division II after holding the IC'ad both games at
wonwn's vollevball tournament in the nin<' points. Florida South<'rn lat<'r put
UCF gym.
the· Knights out of th<' tournammt with
UCF play<'d two matC'hC's Thttrsday a 14-16. I 5-2. I 5-S vi dory in th<•
against Florida Southc·rn and Jackson- sc·m ifinals.
1wrforma1H·c•
against
ville• State UnivC'rsitv (Alabama) . , UCF 's
Dqwnding upon the outc.·omc• of those Florida Southc•rn in thc·ir tirst mC'C'ting
maldws. plus today's. the Knights mav was "outstanding," aC'cording to
pla at 6 . 7:30 or 9 tonight. All cla y coach Carm<'n 15C'nnick . But the sc•concl
pas:•ws today <)re' $2 for adults and $I match was a different stor _ . "We
for stuclenls. while rate's for tomorrow's play<'d a much lwtt<'r rnatC'h
championship round will itHT<'as<' $1.
strat<'gic:all y t~<' first time around. W<'
Although th<• Lnd y Knights failC'cl to didn't chok<'." she pointc·cl out. "But
qualify for rC'gionals b_ finishing third we• didn't stick with th<' strat<'gy. We•
in last W<'<'k's state tournament. the were· too t<·nsc· and too tight. We WC'nl
team rc•cei vcd an at -largc·-hid in order from simple- to cornpl<'x. We· c:hokc•d .
lo play in tlw c· <' Ill be ing hostC'd by And wlwu you do that. v c·r ~· li tllcUCF.
wo rk s."
Jad.. iC' <' Iso n w;1s aw<'so mc• 111
lnconsist c·n cY an d fa il ure· to ap pl y
lh <' fin ish in g. to u c:lws o n c:<' again lc·acl ing the Kni ght attack in lh<' lirst
plagllC'd tlw · ,olJc.~ball squad al the nwlch.asshe h iton IOof 14atlc-mplc•d
st;tlc' c·om1wlilion. The La ci~ Knights points. ln add ition lo <'lson's .714
O!>l'll('cl lhl' (' \C'll( with <I firi.;l rDllll<_I \ it'sniki11g <'ffiC'i!'ll<"\ (tlll ('( lplc'slc•d p\>illl:-;
0
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sc·o1Tcl), Laurie Elb~·rg hit for a .fiOO
1wru'nh1g<' and Susan '.'Rookie'" Hill
had a .SOO spiking c.fficiency.
. ·Hut just as UCF buric•d Southern in
tlw f'irst matc:h, thC' Lady Knigh~s just
as C'asily practically gavC' away th<' .
sc•concl mat ch. "Fl or idn Southern
playc•d WC'll," said Pennick. "I don't
· want to takC' anvthing away form
thPm. But we• dicin 't do anything to
stop thC'm. In the• SC'c:ond ganw of thC'
SC'C'ond matC'h we• gav<' away six points
on attac:k and five• points c~n sc•rv<'
rc•c·C'ive. It's not too hard to win wlwn
you're' giV<'n .11 points by the• other

tC'am without having to do anything.
And we· gavC' away five· points on attack in the third game."
P<'nnick still bC'lic·vc·s her squad is "at
least the s<•cond hest tc·am in tlw
r<'gion," but thC' Lady Knights have• yet
to prove· it. "WC' havr to have good
tc•amwork and we have· to play wit'hout
choking. It's the samp idca I've beC'n
strc•ssing all yl'<H. Wc haV(~ to beliPve
down lo our. honc marrow that Wl' ean
win . WC' can't play apolog('tically.
WC''V<' got tC,) haV<' .that killPr instinct,
get nasty and m<'an, that's the• diffrr<'nc:c'.

UCF .opens basketball season tomorrow night
UCF's b<1skctball tc-ani will oprn the 1980-81 sC'ason tomorrow night aga inst
Edward Wnters Coll<'g<' at 7:30 p.m. in the UCF g m.
Onl y two starl<'rs from last yc•ar's 25-4 tC'am , sC'niors Hubrn Cotton ·ancl Dean
Hossin . are ha ck for a nothC'r sC'ason. In 1979, Co tton IC'd the· Kni g ht s in rc·ho1111ding and was their third IC'acli ng scorC'r, yvh ik Rossi n wa s thC' sC'co nd lc•acling
rc•bmmdc•r.
UCF f i11 is h t~cl h<'hincl Flor id a Sou th C'rn in both th<' Sunshine Stale (:onf<'r<'tll'<'
an d al lhC' CJ\/\ Di ision II Soutlwrn HC'gionals last Y< '<lr .
I ka cl co;1ch C<·ne "Torch~· " Clark will l>C' lc-acling th<' Knights for Llw l\\c'lftl1
\ C'<tr. In h.J~. 1 L-'c<1rs <
Jt U :_F, ~:jark bas c.:ompiJ ·ii a 2 1J-fi7 mark ,
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to win UCF op~n

In their opening match of the 1980'8 I srason, the UCF wrestlers won eigh~
of 11 weight clases to win their own
tournament, the UCF Open , last
. Saturday.
Winners for UCF werE' Gary Gates,
Joe Hopp, Tony · Aspesi, Mahmoud
K,enareh, Trey Baker, Dewey Ullrich ,
Mike Brown and Brian Parker.
· Under tHird-year c'Oach Joe Corso
) and• his' ' assis ant Mike· Aspesi, the
Kn.ights ar<:- · coming off a succ~ssful
. s<:-asori as they won the state · and
regional tournaments last year.
Although · UCF compiled ·a 7-9 dual
match regular · s<:-ason record, the
seasonal mark, according to Corso,
was not indicative of the team's
abilitv.
"Our losses came mainly against
Division I scho.ols," pointed out the
head coach. "Over 60 percent of our
schedule was against Division I teams
last year, and this year our schedule is
""' even tougher. "
Despite a tough slate of opponents

for thr ' 80-81 season , Corso is still optimistic. "The tough schedule wtll br
good
us. It' ll get us ready for
national competition at the ~nd of the
yrar," hr said .
ThC' Knights are led by returning
varsity _srniors and tri-captains Tre.
Baker, Bart Biddle and Jon Myers.
Also returning ar~H st\niors Victor
David and . •Steve P.ol icastro , and
sophomores Joe Hbpp and Brian
Parker.
· · l't.
Senior Mike Brown, juniors Mar~
Cea ry , Dan Herren , and Dewey
Ullrich , and sophomore Tony Aspesi
are also back after being recl-shirtecl
last year .

for

UCF's next comp~tition wlll be the
Black and Gold match , an intra-squad
competition and part of a series of
matches to determine who will wrestle
in upcoming matches. The match will
be held Tuesd ay at 7 p.m. in the multipurposP room in the education
1-:>'lilding.
Admission
is . free.

Sports Shorts
..
Henry Brandon, has resigned from his po?ition as UCF men's tennis- coach.
After two years at UCF,Brandon cited personal reasons and an "urge to travel"
as his reasons for resigning. In his two years, Brandon c:ompilrd a 29-25 mark. In
addition his team finished twelfth .ind eighth in tht• natioi;i.

***

Santa Claus, for the third consecutive yea1 , has agreed to terms-with the Office of
Recreational Services and will be making Christmas phone calls to the chil.dren of
UCF students, faculty and staff.
S<inta will be making- his calls ori Dec. 2, 4, and ·g betwren 5:30 and 7 p.m. to
children ages three, four, five and six only.
Parents who want Santa to call their children must fill out a form at the Office
of RP('rC'ational Servicrs (next to the pool) by'tht> call date'.

MID-KNIGHT
SPECIAL
.
.

WARM UPS- BLACK/GOLD TRIM
REG. $39.95 SALE $29.9·5 .
UCF STADIUM BLANKETS
REG. $7.95 ·SALE $5.95
FIAT Xt/9

·ucF DISCOUNT
.
-- NOV. 1980-103 OFF TO ALL STUDENTS
.
· (l.D. REQUIRED)

(sale items excluded)

FIAT SPIDER 2000

BEASPORI
GIVE A FIAT SPORTS CAR
TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE.

8

MOTOR CARS IN THE GREAT EUROPEAN TRADITION

Bill Bryan Imports
ALOMA SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN MON. - THUR. 10 AM· 6 PM
FRl.10AM-8PM SAT.9AM-SPM
CLOSED SUNDAY
2063 ALOMA AVE. • PHONE 677 · 0725
NEXT TO DUNKIN' DONUTS

"the sports car nut"
1001 HWY. 17-92 WINTER PARK, FLA. 32789 305/628-4343
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Knights end foo·tball season with .18-14 victory
by Doug !darks
future at.ft

UCF. was down 14-0 to Emory and Henry as the
fourth quarter opened at the Tangerine Bowl in the
fin al game of the season, but when the last second
ticked off the clock the Knights came off the field
with an 18-14 victory.
The late rally ~as started by speedster Kendall
Bush, who returne~ a Wasp kickoff 35 yards to the
. Knight 44 . Quarterback Mike Cullison directed the ·
team downfield and ended the drive with a 13-yard
tou.chdown pass to end Bob Ross 1:31 into the fourth
quarter.
The UCF defense throttled the Wasp offense, and
Cullison ~oved ~he Knights close enough for Tom

Hungerford to boot a 27-yard field gqal, making the With a bit of luck the Knights could have slated a 7-2
record, topping · 1ast year's record of 6 wins while
score l 4-9-.
on an upgraded slate of opponents ..
taking
Again the UCF defense held, and the offense drove
Attendance remained strong this year, although
to Emory and Henry's 13 yard line. On fourth and
eight Cullison tossed a pass into the end zone. Knight there was a slight drop in the season average. At the
receiver Jimmy Stearns came down with the ball to Homecoming game attendance was 14,011, this
put the K-nights ahead 15-14 with 5: 12 left in the yea:"s high mark.

ga'fh~ two-point c·onversion failed, but the UCF
defense preserved the one-poif1t. lead and Hungerford
iced the game with l: 17 remaining with another 27vard field goal.
. The win upped the Knights' 198() record to 4-4-1.
Three of the Knights games were close ones·. They lost
to the State University of New York, 27-28, Millsaps
College, 7-8, and they tied Miles College, Jl-11.

on Johnson, and
Runn_ing backs Mike-. StaJIP
tight end Mike Carter have
selected to the
College Sports Information Directors of America
District III Academic All-American team.
Carter has a 3.6 grade point average in Criminal
Justice, Johnson has a 3.4 in Physical Education and
Stapp carries a 3.3 in Business Management.

Past and •••
Future
•

1

Quarterback Mike Cullison
(left) played his last ·game as a
Knight Saturday against
Emory and Henry College.
Jonas' men compiled a 4-4-1
record this season. One of the
bright spots in the Knights
future, freshman Mike Carter,
(right) catches one of Cullison's
passes for a Knight first down.
(F.:iture photos by· Laura Hoffman and Kevin Mason).
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OPINION
Blount blows bus
•
service for UCF

--

..

-----

...co

~

In the pa'st, the ;oad to acquiring bus vi ce to the University . . The freeze
service for UGf has. pe7n a long one. would Just have halted the addition of ·.
Once again it has com ~ t6 a dead end'. . n~w e~ployees. It does not affect an y
This time the halt was avoidable.
of the present services or employees.
Blount was also waiting for proposal
Student .Body President James Blount
received a proposal Sept. 19 for a ser- from . Transportation for the Hanvice connecting the university to dicapped and Elderl y (T.H.E.) He
downtown Orlando and Christmas should not have waited, especially sinalong Route SO. The administration ce he .said he knew about the freeze,
did not hear about the proposal until because friends proposal is cheapei:
Nov. 14, wheri they were told by and almost fully plann'ed . If he though
someone other than. Blount. Blounf T:H.E. had a good offer, why didn't he
said he brought it up at a Nov. 14 pester them for it? He has not heard
· meeting with· Dr. Le Vester Tubbs and from T.H.E. since last September.
Bill Morris, but according to three
James Blount made a serious mistake
sources he did not. Once the ad- by letting a good oppbrtunity slide by. ~
ministration got the proposal" from its How long is this university going to
author -- not Blount -- it took only two have to wait for a bus service? ·
weeks to prepare a counteroffer, · but a
Laura J. Hoffman and Douglas Marks.
freeze on CETA positions has in.:
definitely postponed the project .
.
UCF needs a bus serv.ice. The
program Dan Friend proposed is inexpensive compared to oth~rs they have
examined. This wa·s an excellent opportunity and Blount should have immediately passed it on.

Lt N"£0 -ro. \J lOL.~Mc.E
MEN I TOO!,,

LETTERS

J; ,

Student government bill explained

Blount's reasons for not advancing
the proposal are·weak.
Blount said he knew the freeze ·was
coming but that is no excuse for not
passing on the proposal. Once the bus
service started, had it oeen adopted,
the freeze would not have stopped ser-

port of an archery team from 1971197 5 . with the looks of 20 or 30
trophies on the 2nd floor of the Adm i ni stra tion Building , with the
women's team winning nationals in
1974.
If the UCF fl aming arrow of loyalty
has been put out for the past few years,
Laura is here to bring back the hot
a rrow with her credential·s as one of
the top twelve college ai:chers in the
na tion, and has a darn good shot a"t obtaining All Am eri ca n for two yea rs
runnin g after w inning ·1st pl ace No v.
l 5 a nd · l 6 a t the 3rd Ann ual Reading
'In vita ti ona l To urn a ment in Pennsy lva ni a a nd setting a new tourna ment record.

This letter is intendetl to clear up the
misinterpretation of Bill 13-3 .
Bill 13-3 asks that $2250 (which is
not even enough) be allocated 't o send
Laura Cal e to seven a rchery tournaments .
These tournaments are held in
several different states at various times
of the yea r usually for two or · three
da ys at a time. Most of the money will
be spent on a irline tickets for transporta tion to and from tourn ament sites,
such as Ohio an d Pennsy lva ni a .
Editor:
UCF supports its ·athelets in oth er
Wjth an estimated 800 international sports w ith · eq uipment . and transstudents, Dr. Hoan presentl y requires a portati on. La ura has her own equipstronger staff in addition to his mrnt (worth well over $I 000) and has
secretary. Besides additional staff, been incurring all co.sts of tra vel, and
students can be of further support by . tourn a ment expenses for the 1979. participating in the various functions 1980 season herself whil e still
that International Student Services representing UCF. in over _l 5 tourEditor:
sponsors. They deserve thi.s needed naments.
We would .like to call attention to an
support from the university. ·
1f Bill 13-3 is passed at $2250 it will
incident
involving the Homecoming
only .pay one quarter of her total exBrad Cowgill penses. At one time UCF showed sup- Parade.
Sigma Chi Fraternity's float depited scenes from . the T.V. show, "The
Love Boat. " One of the partic'ipants
on the float ,w as a white male in
blac:eface. That kind of thing is offenLetters to the editor must
delivered to the Future bv 3 p.m. on the Mondav sive to most blacks I know , and it
. prior .to puhlicati?n to be considered f~~· the i~ue. Letters must bear the writer'~ shows an insensitivity on the part of
signature and phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The Future Sigma Cni. that compounds the
reRrves the right to edit all letters.
· problems this .unive~sity has in attracMailing address: P.O. Box 25000, ·Orlando,' Florida 32816
Editorial office ting black students.
It is a sociological fact that the bar·phone: 215-2601. ·Business offi~ phone: 2 75-2865. tender on "The Love Boat" is black. If
This public ~ocument was pr9mulgated at an annual cost of $78,893 or 6. 7 cents
Sigma Chi had no intentions of
per copy to inform the university community. Annu~I adve~sing revenue of
demeaning blacks, one wonders why
$56,893 defray 7~ percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through t~e
they did not ask a black student to play .
Activity imd Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government of the Univer that character on the float rather than
sity of Central Florida.
putting blackfac:e on a white youth
with curly blonde ~ir or a wig of the

International
student serviceneed support

UCF has the chance to produce an
All-American. UCF should want to .
bear that kind of honor. Especially ·
when the expense to them has been
zilch and · the cost to a student like
Laura arrownomical!
To further Laura along the wa y to
being All-American is going to be expensive.
Laura is asking only for
enough to cover most of th e expense.
Don ' t den y a n opportun-it y for
someone's talent to go to th e top for
mon etary reasons. UCF has h ad All
Am eri ca n in basketba ll , wrestling a nd
now a rchery.
Thanks George for submitting the
bill. You do your d uty as sena to r well.
Jay Stein

'Blacks offended by Sigma Chi's
homecoming fIoat

L~tter Poliey
be

- ..

sam e description.
One would hope in this year of our
~ord 1980, that the "minstrel m€'.ntality" would be dead. Alas, it seems
to be alive and kicking among some
segments of the UCF family since the
float won third place in judgjng competion.
We can only speculate as to the impact it ma y have had on any black
youth visiting our campus trying to
determine if they would like to attend
coll ege here.
There are those of us on the staff who
are committeed to increasing black
and other minority enrollment by
creating an atmosphere of sensitivity
and welcome . . The actions of Sigma
Chi in this instance certainly do _not
make the job any easier.
·
. .
Napoleon Ford
Miriam L. Fort

~
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thanks homecoming helpers

Editor:
Homecoming '80 was a success. The
university's support in this first football homecoming is a small indication
f how lJCF is growing and of it's
eadership role, not only in the community but also in the state.
Without the hardwork and
dedication . of the homecoming committee, this event would not have been
a hit. I would like to thank the committee, Mark Glickman, Paul Franzese, Cathy Kane, Rick Pilegge, Cindy
Roberts, John Yanas, Lisa Dickran,.
Frank Barcena, Rita Rehm , (;ale Ann
Schoheit, Wes Funk,. Scott Lavendo_I,
Kath~ ~i~~~te,

Ba:b~r-~

--<-

Knight fan defends team's
playing ability, determiniation
-

.-

A Knight Watcher

~
DECORATOR PIECES•GIFTS
WALL PLAQUES•GOLD LEAFING

gs b 2707

Walk-Ins Welcome

!-

::i:= -

:::

21,

-1-

~

-Fr.ee Instructions-

PLASTERCRAFf & BISQUE
w E. HWY .. 50
"NEEDS NO FIR.ING"
PHONE894·1051
·20%. DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY& STAFF

282--170_,
Tums. til s ,

Daily 9-5 Tues. &

UNION PARK

.

University of New York at Albany 1s
disappointing, but no football fan
could have asked for a more exciting
finish. 1f the Knights weren't fighting,
than Mr. Fore~ter's editorial _deserved
a Pulitzer.
.
The appropriately named Fighting
Knights can win any
ed Division 3 gave
they play, and battl hard this year in
their attempts to do so.
If Mr. Forester disagrees, perhaps
he'd like to join the team. Heaven
knows, the team needs a good public
relations director.

MON.-SAT.
9:30am-4:3.0pm

. THE DAIR SHOP
~- - 
Style Cut $7.00
'l'iftj . P_recision
Full Service Salon
10509 E. C~lonial Dr.
(Winn ·Dixie Center)

.

Editor:
Carol Roy, Sue Fisk, Lise Amundrud,
I sure hope the Fighting Knights
Mike Trafficanti, Chris Wilson, took to their horses and brandished
Tamara Pemberton . and Jo Ann their swords at the "so-called" (to use
Harnan.
. · his words) editor of the Future this
A special than·k you goes to Dons ·
k
·
P!1tcher, Ji?11:11Y. Ferrel, Kirn Albritton, w~i~ editorial titled . .. Students no
Magale N1ttisk1e, Jean Barr, Danny
.
,,
Kmg and Queen
(Nov.
Saun ders, P 1. Kappa Pl ed ges, s·1gma longer choose
.
.
Chi Pledges, the Brothers, Associates 14) was, m par~, born of 1gnoranc~.
and Little Sisters of Lambda Chi . Mr. Forester did n0t attend UCF s
Alpha. Mark Peters, George Chandler, hom~coming game, and to say "the
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority, Pi Beta Phi athletic department needs to schedule
Sorority and Helga.
a football game the so-called fighting
Kryights can win," was a cheap shot.
Sinc:erely' und(•served by the team.
That the Knights · lost to State
Anthony Thompson

CRYSTAL LK.

·

(with this ad)

·

•"'• BEER & POP STOP

• 1.1815 E. COLONIAL DR.•277-3483• _
OPEN ·10-7-MON.-SAT.

---------------,
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I .LITE $2.19 I
I
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SOUNDS UNLIMI
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1 MILE NORTH OF UCF ON ALAFAYA TR.

CARS

w
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365-7630
365-5061
WE REPAIR
ANY .FORIEGN
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Sure ••. a Marantz Music Machine.
from SOUNDS-UNLIMITED!

FREE RIDE .
BACK TO

CUSTOM WORK
&BUMP&PAINT

U.C.F.

A3·M
SYSTEM?

i

Let's scotch those rumors that catalogue stores or so-called "discount" houses
have the lowest prices. At" SOUNDS UNLIMITED we guarantee we'll beat any
dealer'.s price in the state of Florida on any major brand of hi-fl or video_! Our
price won't be as-low. Our price will be lower .. .. every sing le time.
This month we're highllghting the merely m~gnificent music machines from
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SR 1000 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

UJ

25 Watts per Channel lnlo 4 ohms, Minimum Conllnuous Power Oulput
·from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.2% THO

Z
:::>
O

Dual Power Meters•True Power Direct Coupled Output•Ampllller
Dual Purpose Tuning Meter•Walnut Gn1ln Vinyl Cabinet Included
Phase Locked Loop FM Multiplex Demodulator•MOSFET FM Fronl End
Bass, Treble, Volume. Balance Controls•Tape Monitor Switch
FM Muling Mono/Stereo FM Seleclor•Gyro Touch Tuning
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COME SEE OUR
CUSTOM v.w.'·s
AT THE
UCF
AUTO
SHOW
..
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SPECIAL!
MAXELL UDXL II
90 min. cassettes
just$3.49!

TDKC·90
90 min. cassettes
Juat$3.191
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ANNOUNCING

. ·· THE- ..

3RDANNUAL

UCF·.
.AUTO
SHOW

·MONDAY
. NOV. 24

9:00-5:00
S. C. GREEN·

·~

f

FREE DRAWING

An AM/FM Car Stereo
with Cassette Deck will be given away by
SOUNDS UNLIMITED
· HI-Fl & VIDEO CENTERS

_

_.... _ _ PARTICIPANTS-----

BAIRD-RAY DATSUN
BILL BRYAN FIAT-LANCIA
. BOB DANCE DODGE
HOLLER HONDA

JIMMY BRYAN TOYOTA
JR'S V.W.
ROGER HOLLER CHEVROLET
·THE ZETA 7 VAN.

urd1nes

·B· OPTICAL .&

. BAUSCH.AND LOMB SOFT CONTACTS
THE PERFECT Gin' FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

,,

Burdines of~ers Opto·m etric Services
in Burdines St. Petersburg

Optometrist
Dr. Craig J. Bratter, OD, PA
. and Associates, .
Dr. ·Gerald J. Gallentine, OD

,I

.

I

I

f.

~ONJEt~l~ENS

are located on the second floor
in the customer service area
next to Burdines Optical. ·
Regular Eye Exam_
i nation $25
Contact Lens Eye Examination
and Fitting fee $50
Office Hours by Appointment
Weekdays-Evenings-Saturdays
St Petersburg.381-8510 -

Burdines Optometric Services honors retiree benefits
under Automotive Benefits Programs.
.

$69 ·
We've the answer to your gift-giving questio:nS. Bausch and
Lomb ·Soft contact lenses. What a unique way to show how
much you care! Treat yourself, too! Stop by
our Optical Department today to order
your contacts or purchase Burdines
Optical gift certificates. Hard lenses,
· $59. Soft lenses, $69. Offer good
through December 24, 1980. Gift
certificates may be redeemed
· at any time. I1 not fully satisfied,
return them for a flJll refund
Prices do not include eye
1 examinations or fitting fees.
FasJ:Uon Square 896-5398
Altamonte Mall 830-2398
Burdines Optical honors
retiree benefits under
Automotive Eyecare
Benefits Programs.
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